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C21 “This place around Kingaok, through the bay where my grandfather and I 

trapped along the shore, is full of hares. All that land anywhere from Kilokgiktok 

(Western River) to Bay Chimo (Omingmaktok) is also full of hares…” 

C29 “I've seen hares around here (Banks Peninsula and near Omingmaktok)...” 

5.7.2. Hikhik 

Just as okalik were important for food to Inuit during the winter, hikhik were important to 
Inuit for food during the summer. This was especially true inland as the concentrations of 
nesting waterfowl and eggs present on the coast were not available. 

Hikhik were tasty and sought after, especially in the fall when they were fat. Although it took 
much time and effort, hikhik pelts were collected and used to make ceremonial atigi. Hikhik 
fur was also used for atigi liners, mitts, kamiit, and for under-garments. One consultant 
discussed shaving hikhik hides and using them to cover sled runners. 

After the tuktuk spring migration hunt was over, Inuit hunted hikhik when they were waiting 
for spawning fish to arrive in the creeks from the lakes, and while looking for caribou. They 
hunted hikhik beginning in late spring and throughout the summer, concentrating on 
riverbanks where higher densities were found. Inuit also hunted hikhik in fall, when they 
were fat.  

Hikhik were found all over the land, although certain areas were indicated as especially good. 
Although hikhik could occur on small islands adjacent to the mainland, the mainland coast 
was the limit of their northern distribution. The distribution of hikhik coincided with river 
systems (Figure 24, Figure 25). Hikhik populations were cyclic, in some years animals were 
more abundant than in other years. 

C11 “You see ground squirrels everywhere on the land.”  

C11 “Hikhik are found on the coast at Keeliakyuk (on Banks Peninsula). Here in the 

spring there are too many squirrels (east side of Arctic Sound (Katimanak 

Kangihok)). All of this area has squirrels from here, anywhere along the shore.” 

C21 “Where I used to stay inland at Beechey Lake and Tahikyoak, the land all over was 

full of hikhik. One time as I was packing a hikhik on my back I got bitten. All that land 

has hikhik… All the lands like Tahikyoak and Ahiak always have hikhik. I've hunted 

those hikhik and I stayed close to them as I was growing up…” 

C51 “Hikhik are found where there is a lot of vegetation along the rivers and where 

they can burrow easily. Mostly they are found along the mud flats, eskers and rock 

piles.” 

C214 “… There are a lot of squirrels around that area, near Young Point.” 

5.7.3. Avingak 

There were three main types of avingak (small mammals); brown lemmings, Arctic or 
collared lemmings, and tundra voles. Most consultants called any small mammal mice or 
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‘avingak’, regardless whether they referred to lemmings, voles or shrews.  

Inuit did not eat avingak. Some consultants talked about selling lemming pelts to fur traders. 
Inuit stored and used the dried avingak pelts as kindling when starting a fire with flint stones. 
Sometimes avingak were nuisances because they got into people’s possessions. 

Avingak were not readily visible, except for their tracks in winter and during population 
highs. At such times they could be found throughout the land, including on the sea ice. In 
general, specific areas for avingak were not mapped. 

The population cycles of foxes and Snowy Owls followed fluctuations in lemming and vole 
numbers. An abundance of lemmings and Snowy Owls meant that there would be many 
foxes to trap in the winter. The cycle ranged from three to five years. Some consultants 
thought that avingak and foxes migrated to other parts of the land during population lows. 

C21 “These mice pelts were harvested for sale when the white people or traders 

arrived, I remember. Inuit purchased whatever they needed using mice, fox and 

ermine skins. They were never thrown away. You could sell these small mice skins. 

They were worth something then but now they are worth nothing… Now they are 

thrown away when they are killed.” 

C25 “… These foxes follow the life cycle of the mice because they look for mice to 

eat. It's their main source of food. They follow the mice five-year cycle, as they say in 

English… When there are lots of mice there will be lots of foxes around in some 

years… 

That fox is always looking for food by chasing the mice, even the Snowy Owls. These 

animals follow the cycle of the mice. Sometimes the mice stay in one spot and that is 

when the foxes seem to stop too. The Snowy Owls and white foxes are found 

together because they feed on the mice, following the cycle of the mice.” 

5.8. Nattik (Seals) 

Just as caribou (tuktuk) were central to the survival of Nunamiut, nattik (seals) were central 
to the lives of ocean and coastal Inuit. Coastal Inuit could have access to both nattik and 
tuktuk, but because of differences in timing of their availability, Inuit could not harvest 
enough of both types of animals.  

Nunamiut and ocean people traveled back and forth to trade. Inlanders provided tuktuk and 
fox skins and Ocean Inuit and Kiligiktokmiut provided nattik skins and other marine mammal 
products. Nunamiut preferred tuktuk for eating and all Inuit groups desired tuktuk skins for 
clothing. Nattik skins were more waterproof and desirable for kamik soles, kayait and 
summer tents.  

The most important species was nattik (ringed seal) although the bigger ugyuk (bearded 
seal) was occasionally captured in Kiligiktokmik. In spring seals were hunted when they were 
hauled out on the sea ice. In summer they were hunted by boat. In late summer seals started 
to gather together. Inuit could obtain a lot of seals at this time, as much as a boat could carry. 

Consultants also knew about other marine mammals such as aivik (walrus) although this was 
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neither a common nor important food species. 

C7 “Ringed seals, bearded seals, walrus, beluga whale and narwhal are found around 

Elu Inlet.” 

C29. “… Around Kugluktuk there are the bearded seal, and two different smaller 

seals. The smaller seals are nattik and kahigiak (spotted seal). Ugyuk is the largest of 

the seals.” 

Whales were only captured occasionally and most Inuit had no experience with them. The 
whales known to consultants were narwhal and beluga. One consultant said the whales 
followed the large boats and that is when Inuit would see them.  

C17 “Mostly just ringed seals use the Elu Inlet area. Sometimes you get bearded seals. 

They are kind of rare up this way (Bathurst Inlet). We see whales only when the ships 

come around. I think they follow them. The barge comes in during the fall, in 

September.” 

5.8.1. Inuit Use of Nattik 

Hunting nattik in winter was tedious and time consuming. Inuit used dogs to sniff out the 
nattik holes and then they marked the locations. They closed up multiple holes to limit the 
seal’s options. Hare skins sewn on the soles of their kamiit minimized noise from their 
footsteps, or they stood on wolverine pelts. They waited patiently, sometimes for hours, 
until the nattik came up for air. 

Inuit ate both the meat and fat of nattik, and the meat from nattik was rich and filling. Some 
Inuit also drank the blood and ate the intestines. One consultant thought that bearded seal 
meat was not as tender or rich as ringed seal. The pelt of ugyuk made good boots.  

Since their skins were thicker than nattik, ugyuk were preferred for rope, mukluks and meat 
bags. The pelt was thinly sliced then stretched. After drying, the hair was removed to make a 
strong rope. Seal skin tents for use in summer were more waterproof and durable than 
caribou skin tents. Kayait were also constructed of seal skin. Fat and ash was placed on the 
seams to waterproof them 

Ugyuk skin bags were used as containers, filled with dry meat and seal fat and then buried 
under rocks. At times these bags would break, spilling fat on the ground. The ground was 
saved and subsequently used as fuel. 

Seal fat was burned in oil lamps (kudlik). Inuit bought coal when it became available but 
preferred to use seal oil for their stoves and lamps because it generated a greater amount of 
heat.  

Seals were also an important meat source for dog food. Seals buried in gravel during the 
summer known as stink seals made better dog food. Fresh seal meat was rich and bloated 
the dogs, and not optimal food for them. 
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5.8.2. Distribution 

Nattik (ringed seals) were seasonally concentrated within a wide distribution in the ocean 
(Figure 26). Inuit hunting areas corresponded to where nattik were abundant. Important 
spring hunting areas included Etibliakyok (Kent Peninsula isthmus), the ocean coast from 
Kugyoak (Perry River) to Cambridge Bay, Kiligiktokmik and islands within, Coronation Gulf 
and Kanikyoak (Prince Albert Sound). Summer hunting areas were widespread and winter 
hunting areas were on the sea ice adjacent to the coast and ocean islands. 

Mainly ringed seals occurred within Bathurst Inlet, (Figure 27). Areas where Inuit obtained or 
saw ugyuk (bearded seals) included Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula), Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst 
Inlet), Elu Inlet and Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River).  

C5 “Near there are lots of seals on top of the ice where there are ice cracks. During 

the spring, people hunt seals.  

The seals use that area and go back and forth through that channel (between Naoyak 

(Parry Bay) and Melville Sound). The people would shoot seals from the shoreline. 

They waited… because the seals always came close to the shore. That is when the 

seals sink easily, when they are shot by Beechy Point (Tikigak)…” 

C12 “… Seals can be seen in the spring lying on the ice along the coast off 

Ekalolialok.” 

C17 “… We hunt seals with a rifle and hook… We have bearded seals going up the 

Burnside River (Ayapakpaktokvik). We didn't know it was a bearded seal until we 

couldn't put it in the boat. It was too big and we had to drag it back to the houses (at 

Kingaok). The meat was kind of hard, not as soft… or as rich as a ringed seal…” 

C17 “The best place to hunt seals in the spring when they are lying on top of the ice is 

at… Razor Top Point (east of point, northeast of Koagyok). Right around here there 

are lots of seals and all along here (Bathurst Inlet between Razor Top Point and 

Omingmaktok). There are lots of seals along here in August…” 

C25 “… Sometimes the seals are on the land and sometimes there are lots of seals in 

an area on top of the ice. All along here there always are seals. Some of the seals are 

very bold and you can get very close to them when there are so many seals together 

during the spring. In the fall when they want to be on the surface, they go onto small 

pieces of land, just like on the ice, and there would be many.” 

C51 “During spring time seals can be seen pretty much everywhere there is ice… The 

seals are more abundant on top of the ice but in the winter there are still quite a lot 

bedded under the snow, if you know where they are.” 
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6. KOPANOAK (BIRDS) 

Inuit were keen observers and possessed detailed knowledge of the ecology of the birds in 
their area. They knew which birds arrived in the spring and the order in which they came, 
where they nested in the summer and when they departed in the fall. The arrival and 
departure of the birds was also how Inuit knew what time of year it was. 

6.1. Inuit Use of Birds 

Kopanoak were an important food source for ocean and coastal Inuit, because of the large 
concentrations of nesting waterfowl on the ocean coast. Birds were less available and less 
important for Nunamiut although they did eat some species especially in summer when 
tuktuk (caribou) were absent (Figure 28). Inuit everywhere ate Ptarmigan. The distribution 
map for kopanoak is lacking in data; focused questions on birds and their habitats were not 
part of the NTKP interview.  

Spring migratory hunts for waterfowl were important on the coast and ocean. Sandhill 
Cranes were pursued when they first arrived because they had large amounts of fat. Eider 
Ducks and Loons were hunted while they were resting on the open water in the cracks in the 
ocean ice. Ducks that were not eaten were cached in rocks for later use. 

In summer, coastal Inuit hunted molting birds and collected eggs. They went to nesting areas 
on the coast and on Arctic Ocean islands specifically for eggs. Consultants mapped the areas 
they thought were most important for birds (Figure 29), and not necessarily all the areas in 
which they hunted birds. 

6.2. Waterfowl 

6.2.1. Spring & Fall Migration 

C16a “… Ducks, loons and geese would fly over us in the spring (Beechey Lake 

area)…” 

C17 “Canada Geese migrate first to the south… They stop by the sandbars and over 

here on the land (Kingaok) where there are berries behind Kingaok and up by Fishing 

Creek. These are the same places they stop in the spring. In the fall when they are 

passing by they always stop and have berries somewhere around here. They eat 

blackberries (paungan)… We always see the (Sandhill Cranes) dancing. They jump 

around just like they are dancing…” 

C21 “In the summer these birds like the Canada Geese and swans are commonly seen. 

They arrive when the ice starts to breakup. They are the first to arrive around Killinik 

(Victoria Island). Ahiak (Perry River area) gets wet and full of water very quickly so 

it's different. At Killinik the swans and geese arrive first over here (coastal area east 

of Kingakyok (Cape Colborne) and directly east of Koyapik (Stromness Bay)) around 

the ocean shores.  
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The lands around Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) and Tahikyoak differ from Killinik 

because at those places it melts quickly. There are ducks around there in the month 

of May. The rivers start to flow quickly there.” 

C29 “The ducks that are first to arrive are the Canada geese; Brants and swans. The 

Sandhill Cranes are also first to arrive and the other ducks arrive after these ducks. 

The Snow Buntings are always the very first ones before the ducks arrive… They 

arrive around here at Kugyoak (Perry River) and Kunayok (Ellice River). Before they 

arrive here, they’re in all that area around Naoyak (Parry Bay), Omingmaktok and 

Katimanak.” 

C29 “The birds that arrive first… leave first, like the Canada Geese… The birds come 

from their land and then return in the fall. The birds that arrive first leave first from 

around Etibliakyok (Kent Peninsula isthmus), Kunayok (Ellice River) and from near 

Naoyak (Parry Bay) and Omingmaktok.” 

6.2.2. Summer and Nesting 

C4Oming “Most ducks and geese nest around the islands in the ocean. The eider 

ducks nest on the land anywhere, all over Elu Inlet and around the coast…” 

C4Oming “I never really hunt eider ducks but other people from Omingmaktok hunt 

them around Elu Inlet.” 

C17 “… Eider ducks and all kinds of birds make their nests at Bird Island (a small 

island east of Kingaok; local name). Sometimes it's hard to go there especially in May 

and June. There are many wide ice cracks and lots of slushy water. It’s easy for some 

parts of the ice to get thin. 

During the summer swans nest here (in Swan Lake (Tagionuak))… We get a lot of 

geese and swans at Fishing Creek but they don't nest there. 

The birds that come through here have not changed… We always see lots of geese at 

Fishing Creek going north and south. They stop at the same spots when they are 

going south… They stop anywhere on these islands, and sometime on the ground 

around here at Kingaok too, picking berries. Geese like to eat berries.” 

C17 “… Swan nests are found not at Fishing Creek but at the lake above the creek 

(Fishing Lake).” 

C21 “I know the places where the ducks nest. These ducks look after their eggs well. 

These ducks are not like people so they look after their eggs so their young grow big 

very quick… 

There are no Eider Ducks at these places further inland. Snow, Canada and 

White-fronted Geese nest at these sites by the rivers, on small islands, so they are 
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hard to find… I don't know of any nesting sites on the lakes, only on the rivers at the 

small islands (north of Beechey Lake and small islands northeast of Koagyok).” 

C26 “Important wetlands for waterfowl are found around Perry Island (Innaghakvik) 

Ellice River (Kunayok mouth), Kugyoak (Perry River) and around here (Bathurst Inlet 

coast from Omingmaktok south to Hiukkittak…” 

C29 “There are wetlands … near Etibliakyok (Kilingoyak isthmus) and near Kugyoak 

(Perry River) … There are wetlands just above Etibliakyok (at Parry Bay) and part of 

Katimanak (an area further east on Banks Peninsula and an area at the mouth of 

Ekalivik (Footprint River)). These areas are used for nesting by Canada Geese, 

White-fronted Geese, and Brants. These ducks pretty well all nest together where it's 

wet and grassy. The caribou graze at these wetlands also...” 

C204 “Right here (small island north of Tinney Cove), Bird Island (local name), we use 

for egg hunting. We go to Ehoktak also for bird hunting and goose hunting (lake to 

the northwest of Ehoktak).” 

6.2.3. Winter 

C21 “The Ravens and Snowy Owls don't migrate south. They spend all winter long… 

Those are the main two among the birds that don't leave. There are also the 

Ptarmigan that stay year round… 

All the land has Ptarmigans, Ravens and Snowy Owls, Rough-legged Hawks and 

Peregrines. These are the ones that are around Kingaok (also north end, south shore 

Beechey Lake; mouth of Hivogahik (Hood River)) and that don't leave during the 

winter…” 

C25 “The Snow Buntings (amaolikak) have their homes here during the winter. These 

Snow Buntings… don't really leave around here. They can be seen as soon as it's 

warm. They have their homes in snow, on the lee sides of the snow banks.” 

C29 “… The Snowy Owls and Eagles stay during the winter (at Omingmaktok, Elu 

Inlet, Kunayok and Kugyoak). There are the Ravens too that stay all winter.” 

6.3. Raptors, Owls and Cliff Nesters 

Cliffs were important nesting habitat for a variety of raptors (Rough-legged Hawk, Gyrfalcon 
and Peregrine Falcon) and other colonial nesting birds such as gulls and Cliff Swallows. Cliff 
nesters also included species such as Ravens, geese and some ducks. 

Major coastal raptor nesting areas were identified on the south coast of Kilingoyak (Kent 
Peninsula) including the islands in Elu Inlet, near the mouths of Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), 
Kugyoak (Perry River), Kunayok (Ellice River), Omingmaktok, a large area on eastern 
Kokiviayok (east Kiligiktokmik), and Kingaok (Figure 29). Further south in Kiligiktokmik, 
important raptor areas were mapped north of Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake). 
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C4Oming “Omingmaktok has cliffs all over.” 

C4Oming “Gyrfalcons use these cliffs for nesting. Wildlife officers have studied use of 

these cliffs near Omingmaktok by raptors like the Eagles, Hawks and Gyrfalcons, even 

by seagulls. They nest on the cliffs.” 

C17 “There are raptor nests here at Elliot Point (two nests on Elliot Point just south 

and west of Kingaok) and on the island (small island west of Tinney Hills). Over here 

on Young Island is a Gyrfalcon nest… There is a Golden Eagle’s nest here (south of 

Kingaok).” 

C24 “Most of the cliffs I've seen had Eagles.”  

C24 mapped two areas with cliffs and nesting raptors, on southeast Kaogyok 

(Quadyuk Island) and the coastal area at Elliott Point. 

C25 “… These Eagles are called ‘Kopanuakpak’. They nest at these high cliffs by 

Kingaok (southeast Bathurst Inlet surrounding Kokiviayok) all the time… 

I don't often see the Snowy Owls at the cliffs but only around the wetlands where 

they hunt the mice. They nest on the ground close to where they hunt the mice… 

These owls hunt only mice so they don't often go near where it's rough.” 

7. EKALOK (FISH) AND FISHING 

Ekalok were an important part of the Inuit seasonal diet, and essential during times of food 
shortages, especially if caribou did not arrive because of a change in migration route or 
calving area. People fished primarily during the spring and fall, to coincide with spawning 
runs. During the summer Inuit fished and hunted waterfowl while hunting caribou, or if 
caribou were not available.  

7.1. Fish Species 

Ekalukpik (Arctic charr) were the main fish species for Ocean Inuit and Kiligiktokmiut. 
Ekalukpik and hiugyuktok (tomcod) were the two main ocean fish. Other ocean fish included 
sculpins, smelt, flounders (called turbot), wolf eel, crabs, oysters and starfish. Similar to 
kopanoak (birds), focused questions on fish species were not part of the NTKP interview. 
Although many fishing places were mapped, these places were not cross-referenced with 
fish species and map data by species is largely lacking. 

Although over-wintering and land-locked charr did occur inland, the main lake and river fish 
were ehok (lake trout) and whitefish (Figure 30). There were two types of whitefish, 
anakheek (broad whitefish) and kapihillik (Arctic cisco). Other fresh water species that were 
eaten were hulukpaugan (Arctic grayling), miliugiak (longnose sucker), burbot, northern pike 
(also called jackfish), and eels. The map of fish distribution (Figure 30) must be regarded as 
having minimal data; as the consultants said, if fish are present everywhere, why map them? 
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7.1.1. Ekalukpik (Arctic Charr) 

C1 “… The only lake with Arctic charr that I know of is the one south of Bathurst Inlet 

(Bathurst Lake). That lake has lots of Arctic charr and we speared the fish… The river 

(Kilogiktok (Western River)) is also very good for fishing. We fished there with hooks 

baited for overnight fishing and we caught a few (charr)…” 

C4Oming “When the fish went up the river (Arctic charr fall migration) at Hiukkittak, 

Hakvaktok (chain of lakes at coast) and Kangihoakyok (Daniel Moore Bay), Inuit 

speared them or used baskets to scoop them up.” 

C4Oming “The fish look (healthy) when they are going up river (from the ocean to 

the lakes). At Ekalolialok and Kilanaktokvik there are lots of cracks in the rocks. Some 

of these fish get stuck trying to go up or down the rivers, and the fish may become 

injured.” 

C5 “… At that lake (Ekalolialok; on island of same name) there are mostly Arctic 

charr…” 

C15 The charr come up right up the Burnside River (Ayapakpaktokvik). They spend 

the winter in the river.” 

C15 “Fishing Creek (near Kingaok) and Burnside River (Ayapakpaktokvik) have Arctic 

charr… Ekalukpik return to the lakes in the fall and they return to the sea in the 

spring.” 

C17 “At Fishing Creek there are red Arctic charr, ‘evitagok’. We don't get them this 

way (at Kingaok) only at Fishing Creek… We hardly see them anywhere else. Only at 

Fishing Creek do we see them. 

The red charr taste different… Some people like them when they are red but I prefer 

the regular Arctic charr… Charr Lake too has red ones. Charr Lake is close to the 

ocean. We could walk down to the ocean from that lake… 

There are Arctic charr there too (in a lake to the east of Tinney Hills).” 

C20b “There is a lot of fish there (large area at Charr Lake), here at Kukiviakyok and 

here at Hikgakvik." 

C21 “These fish that are found further inland are very good to eat. The Arctic charr 

where I lived long ago (Tahikyoak and Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet)), and from some 

of the areas around here (Killinik (Victoria Island)) are very good to eat, just before 

the fall migration.  

In the spring the Arctic charr that are coming from the lakes are very skinny. When 

they are coming down river they are not very good to eat. Sometimes they are found 

around here on the ocean. The charr don't like the food at the lakes. It’s just like 
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caribou during the rutting season; the charr don't taste very good when they are 

coming from the lakes.  

When the charr from the ocean are going up river, they are very nice and very tasty, 

and also very fat. I know of the charr being like that all over. When the lake trout 

that are coming down river reach the ocean, they get skinny, just like the charr in the 

lakes…” 

C24 “There are Arctic charr at Hiukkittak. They are all sea run charr.” 

C24 “We fished for charr at Ekalolialok (lake on island of same name)… They must be 

sea run. They migrate to the lake in the fall and return to the sea in the spring.” 

C44 “Some lakes that have rivers to the ocean contain Arctic charr. There are many 

lakes with Arctic charr; so many that I can't name them all. Some of these lakes are 

further inland. In the spring the charr that have been in the lakes during the winter 

return back to the ocean, while others are going to the lakes...” 

C51 “It’s very hard to say if the charr move to the ocean every year. I’m sure there are 

some that come all the way from the ocean to these lakes and rivers because all are 

connected to some of the major lakes that are in the area.  

Back (Hannigayok), Mara (Hanimok) and Burnside (Ayapakpaktokvik) are the main 

rivers with Arctic charr around my area. They all connect to the ocean. Mara River is 

connected to the Back River and the Back River is connected to the Burnside River. 

This Back River connects to Garry Lakes and just south of Gjoa Haven in Nunavut. I 

believe the charr could make it up to the lakes through some of those rivers. I 

suppose there are charr that winter at some of those lakes because there are charr 

around Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), where they are more abundant…” 

7.1.2. Hiugyuktok (Tomcod) 

C5. “… This place has Arctic cod (west shore of Labyrinth Bay, off Etibliakyok (Kent 

Peninsula isthmus) and this place (south of Kigaotagyok or Turnagain Point, east side 

of peninsula) also has cod. This bay (at Peginganik) has cod as does this bay 

(northeast Kaogyok (Quadyuk Island).). 

There are cod also along the side of this island (Kikiktakafalok) and here (east 

through the inlet where a river empties into it). There are Arctic cod that are very big 

where it's salty at the river mouth. Right by the side (southwest of Panaktak on 

Koagyok), where it's deep under the cliff, about fifteen feet below the ice, there is a 

spot that when you hit it you could be catching fish all day by jigging. When you try 

to touch the bottom, you cannot. Where those cod fish stay it's very deep…” 
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7.1.3. Ehok (Lake Trout) 

C29 “There are all kinds of fish in the lakes like the cisco whitefish, Arctic charr, lake 

trout and all different kinds of lake trout. The lake trout are all different sizes even 

though they are all still lake trout...” 

C29 “… Some lake trout stay around the mouths of the rivers where the river 

mouths are deep, like at Kugyoak (Perry River) and Kunayok (Ellice River). 

Around the falls in the rivers, where the water is deeper, there are always fish during 

the winter, such as at Kugyoak and Kunayok. The smaller rivers dry up. The fish can't 

go up river or go downstream because the rivers are frozen. In winter these deep 

rivers can have all kinds of fish like cisco whitefish and lake trout. The lake trout go 

back to the lakes but sometimes they get stuck when winter arrives and the rivers 

dry up. When the rivers stop flowing there are all kinds of different fish at these 

places where the rivers are deep.” 

Ehok was also caught in the ocean, especially at the mouths of rivers. 

C23 “During the summer when we fished at Mackenzie Point (Tigigak) I wasn't 

expecting to catch lake trout. I checked the nets the next day and there were lots of 

lake trout. My wife said, ‘I didn't know the ocean had lake trout.’ I was quite amazed. 

We caught lots of lake trout in the nets and some of the fish were quite large.” 

 C36 “…. Some rivers, and even the ocean, have fish that are usually found in the 

lakes. They got caught in our nets. Inuit sometimes caught lake trout in the rivers and 

sometimes in the ocean. If there are fish around you really can catch lots when you 

are using nets.” 

7.1.4. Anakheek (Broad Whitefish) and Kapihillik (Arctic Cisco) 

 C36 “… There are different kinds of whitefish. Some are small and some are big. The 

broad whitefish are always really fat and the cisco whitefish are lean. Cisco whitefish 

only have white meat. Towards fall, before spawning the cisco whitefish from around 

Kugluktuk get fat and then they are really tasty. The two whitefish taste different.”  

C48 “... The cisco whitefish also have fat and eggs and are very tasty but not the 

broad whitefish. The broad whitefish doesn't have many eggs. These are different 

types of whitefish that are much bigger than the cisco whitefish…” 

7.1.5. Hulukpaugan (Arctic Grayling) 

Hulukpaugan were found throughout streams, rivers and in some lakes on the mainland. One 
consultant thought that grayling did not occur on Killinik (Victoria Island) but another said 
they did, in the ocean adjacent to the coastline. No locations on Killinik or in the ocean were 
mapped, although a few coastal streams on the mainland were said to contain grayling. 
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C11 “Grayling are usually found in the small streams (between Aallik and Tahikyoak; 

streams south and north of Beechey Lake, and two areas on Hannigayok (Back River) 

where it enters Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake)).” 

C15 “Burnside River (Ayapakpaktokvik) and Fishing Creek have grayling.” 

C21 “Grayling are found in the rivers further inland. Long ago when I was a young boy 

I caught grayling at the rivers leading to the lakes. There are so many grayling in 

some rivers, at these rivers (Hannigayok, at the north end of Beechey Lake). There 

are some around Tahikyoak (northeast Tahikyoak), at the rivers. These small grayling 

are called ‘hulukpaugan’ and further inland they are called ‘hulukpaugak’.” 

C21 “… There are some grayling in the places that I pointed out earlier, in the rivers 

(northwest of Beechey Lake at river) but not on the ocean…” 

C21 “Fish are small because they take a long time to grow, just like humans do… At 

this river (north of Beechey Lake, south of Tikigak) you can find that type of fish 

(juvenile grayling)…” 

C51 “The grayling spawn in the rivers, in the shallow boulders, in really shallow 

boulder fields. That creek where the river is at my place (Nonatoklik) has a lot of 

grayling. They tend to stay in the shallows but once in a while I see the little graylings 

where there is a sandy bottom. You can see them working the silts at the bottoms of 

the rivers. Once in a while they are working the beddings… maybe the spawning 

beds. I think there are some grayling that spawn in the main lakes where there are 

lots of weeds and silt, even grassy bottoms, especially in the sandy bottom areas and 

where there are lots of weeds… 

Sometimes we use very small size mesh nets to catch whitefish and sometimes we 

catch these grayling in the nets at the main lakes. We used to have small mesh gill 

nets for whitefish… and small trout. Once in a while we catch those grayling so I 

guess they do travel around those lakes.” 

7.1.6. Milugiak (Longnose Sucker) 

Inuit caught suckers in lakes and in rivers. 

C16a “… We jumped across the river onto underwater rocks to get across (at the old 

traditional community on Beechey Lake called Tudlak). It has a strong current. The 

river has different kind of fish in it like codfish and ‘milugiak’. This was at 

Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake), at the river (Hannigayok (Back River)).  

The bodies of the longnose sucker are square and they have a long nose. There are 

lots of bones in the meat. Komak called them ‘milugiak’, which means when you cut 

up the fish there are lots of bones. The nets got full of them, even though the nets 

were short.” 
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7.2. Fishing Places 

7.2.1. Ocean 

Inuit fished the ocean adjacent to the mainland and island coastlines, and at the mouths of 
major rivers (Figure 31). In spring they fished through the ice cracks. In earlier years Inuit built 
weirs and fish traps at river mouths and fished using spears and baskets. In recent years they 
fish the rivers with gillnets.  

C51 “People fished the ocean by jigging mostly. Now they use a lot of gillnets. They 

ice fish today with fishing rods. There are Arctic charr and some trout close to the 

ocean. Some trout are really close to the ocean. There are also jackfish or pike close 

to the mouth of Coppermine River. In the ocean there are whitefish, what they call 

the broad whitefish, lots of broad whitefish, and those flat fish called flounders, 

tomcod, Thompson eel and sculpins…” 

7.2.2. Lakes and Rivers 

All lakes and rivers feeding into Kiligiktokmik were important for fishing (Figure 32). Many of 
the rivers had ancient stone weirs. Many weirs had been built at the mouth of Hiukkittak, a 
major fishing area. Lakes near Kingaok, especially Tagionuak, were major fishing areas. 
Aniakhiokvik (Fishing Lake) was the local fishing spot. Further south, Tahikafalok (Bathurst 
Lake), Hikinikgogiak (Kenyon Lake) and Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) were important fishing 
lakes. 

C1. “… This river (Hiukkittak) has a really strong current and they used to have a weir 

back then on it right by this bend (near the mouth). There is also another weir 

around here. I remember we restored the stones and used that ancient weir for 

spearing fish…” 

C1 “… The fish go further up into the lakes using the rivers. All kinds of fish do this. 

They also use the same river to go down to the ocean.”  

Sometimes the fish will winter in the lakes because the rivers get too shallow for the 

fish to go down river. In the spring they start to migrate down river…” 

C4Oming “When the fish went up the river (Arctic charr fall migration) at 

Hiukkittak… Inuit speared them or used baskets to scoop them up.” 

C4Oming. “…There would be lots of fish at Hiukkittak, Kugyoak and around 

Kangihoakyok (waters feeding into Kangihoakyok) during the spring. Even in the 

summer when the fish were ready to go up river, there was lots of fish… 

 Inuit jigged for fish where the fishing was good. They fished in the lakes…. They 

fished these places using hooks during the spring or winter and sometimes they used 

nets.” 
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C5 “… The people from Kingaok and Omingmaktok must know about that river 

(Hiukkittak). It is really sandy from all the way up here (at the mouth) downstream… 

People fish the ocean at the mouth of the river. I have nets at Ehokhikhiovik (initial 

river section of Hiukkittak)… I usually have nets at this place… “ 

C5 “Inuit fished anywhere in the rivers. They fished the river when the fish were 

going down river and up river, when they needed food. (We fished at Hakvaktok 

(south coast of Melville Sound), Naoyak and Etibliakyok, Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), 

Kunayok (Ellice River)… Hiukkittak, Aniakhiokvik (Fishing Creek), Kingaok, Daniel 

Moore Bay (Kangihoakyok) and all along the coast of Victoria Island up to Wellington 

Bay (including Paatlik or Byron Bay)…”  

“These areas (coastal Parry Bay, Etibliakyok (Kent Peninsula isthmus), Kolgayok 

(Tingmeak River, and an area east of Fishing Creek) are fishing places. They have 

charr and trout… and cisco whitefish…” 

C15 “Lake trout, charr, whitefish and grayling are found in lakes.”  

C15 mapped fishing lakes within the Ekalokhiokvik drainage south of Kiligiktokmik.  

C16b “When we were young, the fishing areas were identified by our parents. You 

should mark that place (mouth of Burnside River (Ayapakpaktokvik)) because people 

still go there to fish. Our parents taught us these things, even about tomcod 

fishing… 

I remember those fishing places because my parents stayed there when I was 

growing up. Niptanatiak(s) and Tigitkok(s) used to stay there (south portion of 

Gordon Bay and the inlet to the west)…” 

C20a “The lake is where we would have nets in the winter. Inukholik (near 

Hiukkittak) is where they would set nets in the winter…” 

C21 “… At the rivers (mouth of Hannigayok (Back River) at Beechey Lake and stream 

on north-central shore of Beechey Lake) they liked to net for fish, for… lake trout 

and whitefish… 

They net fish near Kingaok every fall Ayapakpaktokvik ((Burnside River)). This lake 

(Ekalokhiokvik (Tahikafalok Lake)) has a small river to the ocean (Aniakhiokvik 

(Fishing Creek)). That is another area that they mainly fish, I know this because my 

grandfather liked fishing there…” 

C21 “…Inuit fished along the shore … at Kingaok (northwest of Fishing Creek). Over 

here at Kingaok (stream leading into and south of Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River) 

near its mouth) Inuit have fished for a long time. That river has charr and 

whitefish…” 

C21 “… They would jig for fish in the lakes around here (north of Beechey Lake) when 
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they were traveling to see the white people (to the trading post at Kingaok). They 

jigged for fish in the lakes as they were traveling, when they camped… They fished 

when they stopped so they could have fresh food, I remember. I was following them 

that time.” 

C25 “… These parts of the lakes (narrows)… are called ‘kongunik’ (pl.) and that is 

why this is called ‘konngok’ (sl.). This narrow spot (at the narrows of Hanningayuk 

(Beechey Lake) never freezes all winter. That is why they tell Inuit who are traveling 

to be careful because this narrow spot doesn't freeze. We call those narrow parts of 

the lakes ‘kongunik’. We know about that konngok where Inuit set fish nets because 

it doesn't freeze all winter. You have to be careful when you travel through there…” 

C44 “Those rivers where Inuit mostly fish (Ayapakpaktokvik and Hivogahik) and 

where they hunted the caribou near the mouth of the lakes are important. Some of 

these areas where they mostly fished during the winter don't freeze that well. These 

areas sometimes are scary (dangerous places for traveling).” 

C51 “In the fall we used gill nets to catch a lot of fish for the dogs, and for dry fish 

too. All these places where we had our nets have inokhok or rock pile markers… On 

our trap lines too we fished. We did a lot of fishing especially on the days that were 

stormy. We did a lot of fishing to pass the time…" 

 In the Bathurst Inlet area C51 mapped Tagionoak (Goulburn Lake), Swan Lake 

(Tagionuak), and a lake west of Amagok as good for fishing. 

C203 “This is a good spot for fishing too (at the mouth of Ayappappaktokvik). This 

long arm in here, it's a good spot for fishing. When I was there in February, it was 

good, a good fishing spot there…” 

C214 “There is a river there as well Kokiviayok. It's small but there are a lot of fish.” 

8. WATER SOURCES AND QUALITY 

Potable water was a major concern for Inuit, even before mineral development activities. 
Good water was not always readily available on the land, and sometimes took a lot of effort 
to obtain. Good water was defined as having the following characteristics: 

 High clarity 

 Clean (no mud or insects) 

 Good for fish 

 Good for drinking (palatable) 

 Good for tea (doesn’t make tea dark) 

 Not salty 

 Uncontaminated (by natural heavy metals or spills) 

Inuit preferred large lakes for drinking water and avoided shallow lakes. Inuit on the coast 
went inland to obtain water because of tidal action near the river mouths. When good water 
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was unavailable, Inuit used water from less desirable sources and treated it by filtering or 
boiling.  

C25 “The water inland at Ahiak (Contwoyto Lake area) is really good water. There 

isn’t much good water on Victoria Island. Around here at Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula) 

the water isn't very tasty because all that land has lots of silt. Sometimes when you 

find good water around there it's good.  

The water inland is much better than the water close to the ocean… That water 

tastes kind of funny and it’s not good to make tea from. The water found around the 

Kilingoyak area makes dark tea but the tea still tastes good.” 

Inuit obtained water and ice from: 

 Lakes 

 Rivers and creeks, as long as they were flowing 

 Pools under cliffs 

 Pools of water among deep rock crevasses, from rain or melting snow 

 Underground streams and cold water springs 

 Wetlands 

 Snow 

 Inland - In winter from lakes and rivers through an ice hole 

 On the ocean - in winter from snow and icebergs 

 On the ocean - in spring, fresh water ice and pools of water on the ice surface 
 
Generally consultants did not map places where they obtained water as they said they found 
water everywhere. 

8.1. Locations on the Land Where Inuit Obtained Water 

When they were at their camps, Inuit had traditional places where they obtained water. 
When traveling, they obtained potable water from wherever they found it. 

Inuit living along the coast of the Arctic Ocean and Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) had to find 
sources of fresh water. The lakes adjacent to the coast were not good for drinking water 
because underground seepage from the ocean made them saline. The water inland was 
better for drinking than water on the coast. 

C16a “… We would get water for tea from the rivers and small lakes. We would get 

our water from the river at Hiukkittak… 

At Kingaok we got our water from the river (Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River)), 

where there was no salt water… The salt water goes up river when the tide is high. 

We would take note and taste the water. We checked the water using a cup. When 

the tide is high, the salt water goes further up the river. Everyone did the same thing. 

All the people would test the water using a cup. 

The water at Hiukkittak is better because a smaller river has no salt… This river (a 

small stream south of Hiukkittak) is where they mostly get water from… The salt 
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water from the ocean goes way up there…” 

C17 “Burnside River is important to us because we get our drinking water from there. 

We got water in summer and winter until the ice got too thick and then we would 

have to move further up the river to get water.” 

8.2. Changes in Water Quality 

Inuit had seen many changes in water quality over the past few decades. These included 
shallower lakes and rivers that drained to the ocean, reductions in river flow, smaller fish 
spawning runs, and the Arctic Ocean took longer to freeze. 

In general, these changes in general had lowered the quality of water. The changes were 
attributed to less rain and snowfall, changes in weather, increased contaminants such as 
dust, mineral exploration and mine development, melting of permafrost because of global 
warming, airborne pollutants, too many tourists, leaving garbage on the land and an 
overpopulation of geese. Less change had been seen in water quality inland, compared to 
coastal areas. However, even inland areas had seen the effects of climate change. 

Consultants expressed concerns that people developing mines needed to be careful to 
preserve the quality of the water. Some had seen examples of non-Inuit contaminating 
water. Concern was expressed about the tailings ponds at the Lupin gold mine at Tahikyoak 
(Contwoyto Lake)) and how exploration companies had handled their waste. 

C28 “The water too, everything has changed, even the land here. It would never 

completely dry up. That's what people have mentioned during the summer. Even the 

rivers, everything has changed. In the past, when people went walking, they would 

have hard time finding water; sometimes they wouldn't find water at all. It's not like 

that anymore, it seems to rain more. Summer would never come when it rains too 

much. It's colder now too. It wasn't like that a long time ago. It was fun then. The 

ocean doesn't freeze up like it used to, maybe it's getting warmer? It must be getting 

warmer that's why it doesn't freeze up like it used to. 

Everything is changing and getting tougher. Sometimes you don't even know what 

to do. The rivers seem to get lower than they used to and the land seems to have 

more water...” 

C30 “… Inuit got their water from rocky areas. Now the water doesn't taste well 

because the rocks are dried up. They also got their water from the rivers… They 

would get ice from the small lakes for drinking water once the lakes were frozen…” 

C34 “The water deliverers with their water trucks change the water quality when 

they add chlorine to it… It's not very good for making tea because the tea gets very 

dark and starts to smell. The water looks good but when you heat it, it gets very 

dark. I don't know why. Just around here (south of Cambridge Bay) the water is good 

where it's rocky. The rock around here is white and that may be causing the water to 

get dark or maybe it’s from the ground. All the water is different all over… 
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… The lakes start to get dry, even the rock basins where water collects, when the 

land is very dry. When it rains those places get full of water. These changes are 

happening around Cambridge Bay. Those places start to dry out because the sun is 

too hot and it doesn't rain. If I can't find good water it's going to be difficult.” 

C44 “The climate is changing and the weather is different now. Even the lakes have 

changed. Long ago when you made tea using water from the river or lakes it used to 

be good. Now the water doesn’t make very good tea anymore. The Coppermine River 

is starting to change too. Inuit have begun to talk about the changes now. Even to 

drink out of the river is not very good because the water is changing…” 

C44 “Water quality is starting to change at the Coppermine River and the rivers at 

Kingaok. Inuit are seeing and talking about these changes that are happening. Long 

ago these rivers were good to drink from, not like now.” 

9. SUMMARY AND ASSESSMENT OF DATA GAPS 

Sabina recently submitted a Project Description for their Back River (Hannigayok) properties 
with the intent to develop mixed open-pit and underground gold mines at Goose Lake and 
George Lake (Sabina Project). This report presents regional-level Inuit Traditional Knowledge 
held within the Naonaiyaotit Traditional Knowledge Project (NTKP) for the proposed Sabina 
Project.  

This report section summarizes how the proposed Sabina development interacts with 
Kitikmiut (Inuit of the Kitikmeot region) land-use, wildlife, fish and water based on Inuit 
Knowledge. Data gaps are identified and assessed.  

The first major data gap that applies to all themes is that the NTKP is a regional project; data 
was collected at a 1:250,000 map scale. Although consultants at times discuss site-specific 
information, much of this information was not available spatially. Site-specific information 
within the Sabina Project footprint is needed at larger map scales, 1:50,000 or 1:20,000, to 
ensure that important cultural sites are identified and protected. 

A Local Study Area (LSA) was defined as the area of land and water that encompasses the 
Project (Figure 1), consistent with the largest boundary of wildlife, marine, and terrestrial 
study areas as defined by the baseline studies of those disciplines. All available spatial and 
textual information within the NTKP was provided for the LSA.  

The Regional Study Area (RSA) was intended to encompass broad regional-scale information 
in the NTKP database. The RSA essentially is the NTKP project area as it exists at present. For 
the RSA, broad summary information, with maps and illustrative quotes for some themes, 
was provided. This information was integrated in the report. Each section begins by 
describing the regional framework, and then the detailed information for the LSA follows. 

9.1. Kitikmiut Groups 

The NTKP is the knowledge of Kitikmiut who belong to one of three regional groups (Figure 
2): 
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 Ocean Inuit – people of the sea, 

 Nunamiut – Inlanders or people of the land, and 

 Kiligiktokmiut – people of Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet), Kugyoak (Perry River) 
and Kunayok (Ellice River). 

The main distinction among these groups relates to their primary food species. Ocean People 
depended on marine species, particularly seals. Nunamiut depended on terrestrial species, 
particularly caribou and Kiligiktokmiut had access to both seals and caribou. 

Documenting the names of places on the land was the first step in sharing Inuit oral 
knowledge for the Sabina study area. Three maps with detailed placenames were provided, 
for the Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) region (Figure 3), for South Kilogiktok (Bathurst Inlet 
Region) (Figure 4) and for North Kilogiktok (Figure 5). Although there are issues outstanding 
with the names of some places, placenames maps are essentially complete and there are no 
data gaps. 

9.2. Heritage and Lifeways 

In the Heritage and Lifeways section how Inuit lived and traveled was described for each 
group. Throughout the year Inuit lived where wildlife was abundant. These gathering places 
were linked by major travel corridors. Travel corridors were located where wildlife resources 
were most abundant, and where travel was easier. These corridors linked Inuit to each other 
and to harvesting areas. After contact with Europeans, they also linked Inuit to the fur-
trading posts. 

Two regions within the west Kitikmeot were so rich in wildlife resources that they permitted 
Inuit to live there year-round, especially after they had access to guns and snow-machines. 
These regions were Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) and Kilogiktok (Bathurst Inlet) (Figure 6). 

Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) is at the heart of Nunamiut land-use, with a major travel 
corridor to Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) in the east, and a major travel corridor following the 
treeline to the coast at Kugluktuk in the west (Figure 7). Kitikmiut gathering places were 
situated along these travel routes, the largest and most important being at large lakes and 
along major rivers. 

Ocean Inuit had water and sea ice for their travel, and the entire Arctic Ocean coastline was a 
major travel corridor (Figure 7). These people regularly traveled to Kilogiktok to hunt tuktuk 
(caribou), amagok (wolves) and kalvik (wolverine), and to socialize and trade with other 
Inuit. 

Kiligiktokmiut used Kilogiktok on a continuous basis for thousands of years. Similar to 
Tahikyoak, Kiligiktokmik had an abundance of food, including caribou (tuktuk) in all seasons, 
large calving areas, and nattik (seals). Inuit major camps were located on Kilingoyak (Kent 
Peninsula), Kingaok, and a number of locations on both shores of Kiligiktokmik. Two places 
named Katimanak (at the junction of Hanimok (Mara River) and Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside 
River), and at the junction of James River and Hivogahik (Hood River)), were locations of 
major camps, as were several locations on Huikkittak and Kilokgiktok (Western River) (Figure 
8). Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake), the location of Bathurst caribou calving grounds, was an 
important camping area during the consultants’ lifetimes, their parents and grandparents, 
and for Inuit before them. 

The travel and harvesting routes of Kiligiktokmiut covered the length and breadth of 
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Kiligiktokmik (Figure 8). Their overland routes started on the ocean from the mouths of the 
major rivers such as Hiukkittak, Angimayak, Kolgayok and Kunayok, and then headed inland. 
Further south, their travels took them to Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) and Hannigayok (Back 
River). 

The maps of Inuit travel and gathering places (Figures 6-9) essentially are also maps of 
important harvesting areas. Kiligiktokmik and its coastal river systems was an important 
harvesting region for Inuit because it was rich in wildlife resources, for caribou and large 
mammals, trapping furbearers and for fishing.  

NTKP data for Kitikmiut gathering places and travel routes at a regional level are complete. 
However, detailed information at larger map scales is lacking. As examples, this detailed 
information would include locations of old camps, artifacts, graves, and where copper and 
carving stone were found. Limited information was available on the locations of these special 
resources. 

9.3. Tuktuk (Caribou) 

Tuktuk are the most important wildlife species for western Kitikmiut. Without tuktuk, 
survival on the land was not possible. Tuktuk provided food, clothing, utensils, tools, and 
shelter. The life cycle of tuktuk was a major factor in where people travelled and where their 
seasonal camps were located. 

9.3.1.   Important Habitats 

Important habitats for tuktuk included nadlok, wetlands, eskers and other high land features 
which served as heat and insect relief areas. Nadlok are the water narrows where tuktuk 
crossed during the ice-free season. They were particularly important to tuktuk and as a result 
were important living and hunting locations for Inuit. Large lakes and nadlok funneled 
caribou into certain areas as they made their way to their calving grounds in the spring and 
back to the trees in the fall.  

Important nadlok included the narrows at Kikiktakafalok (Rideout Island), which was a major 
hunting location for Kiligiktokmiut. There were a number of other major nadlok in 
Kiligiktokmik itself and within the major river systems of Hiukkittak, Kilokgiktok (Western 
River) and Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River). 

Although consultants identified wetlands as an important foraging habitat for tuktuk, few 
areas were mapped. Similarly, few insect and heat relief areas were mapped although 
consultants noted that during post-calving and summertime the coastline was important for 
insect and heat relief.  

9.3.2. Island Caribou 

Numbers of Island caribou were on the increase during the consultants’ lifetimes. These 
tuktuk spent the winter on the mainland and migrated back to Killinik (Victoria Island) in 
spring where they calved and spent the summer. They came back to the land of the 
Kiligiktokmiut in the fall, once the ice had formed in Dease Strait and they could cross easily 
(Figure 9). Once on the mainland, Island caribou frequently mixed with the mainland caribou.  

Island caribou wintered on the mainland because of better forage. They mixed with Ahiak 
caribou at this time. The majority were found in the Kugyoak and Kunayok areas (Perry and 
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Ellice Rivers, Queen Maud Gulf). Other wintering areas were near Omingmaktok, Kilingoyak 
(Kent Peninsula), Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), Etibliakyok (Kilingoyak isthmus), Naoyak (Parry 
Bay), Katimanak (where Hivogahik (Hood River) and James River meet), and between 
Kiligiktokmik and Kunayok. These areas were rocky with less snow and caribou could graze 
there. 

A number of wintering areas for Island and Ahiak caribou were mapped in northern Bathurst 
Inlet (Figure 10). Hiukkittak also was an important wintering location. However, the majority 
of Island and Ahiak caribou in winter were found further east, in the Kugyoak and Kunayok 
areas. 

The NTKP is relevant as of the mid 1990s. In the past 15 years it is certain that Island caribou 
have re-occupied more former habitat. The NTKP does not have this information and this is a 
data gap. 

9.3.3.   Mainland Caribou 

Consultants did not separate Bathurst and Ahiak caribou although they recognized that some 
tuktuk calved at Bathurst Inlet and other tuktuk calved in the Kunayok and Kugyoak areas. 
Inuit did not use the term “Ahiak herd” but referred to mainland caribou or Bathurst caribou, 
and they used the two terms interchangeably. These two herds mixed in the fall, winter and 
spring and their seasonal ranges overlapped. Kiligiktokmiut were in proximity to mainland 
caribou in spring, summer and fall. In some areas, Kiligiktokmiut had access to tuktuk all year. 

9.3.3.1. Migration 

The typical spring and fall migration routes for mainland caribou were a general north-east 
and south-west migration (Figure 11). Once caribou reached Bathurst Inlet (Kiligiktokmik) 
their migration routes split up both sides of the Inlet, west to Hivogahik (Hood River) and to 
the coast. The route along the east side of Kiligiktokmik followed the inlet north to the 
mouth of Hiukkittak, northeast to the mouth of Kunayok (Ellice River) and east to the mouth 
of Kugyoak (Perry River). All of Bathurst Inlet, including the proposed Sabina development is 
used by migratory caribou (Figure 12), because of the proximity of the calving grounds. 

The distribution and movements of Bathurst caribou changed frequently over time. In 
particular, spring migratory routes changed often. Sometimes caribou went through Kingaok 
but other times they were further east or west. One consultant said that caribou regularly 
came through Kingaok in the spring but had not done so for about a decade, because of 
changes in calving areas. 

9.3.3.2. Calving 

Calving areas had changed over the consultants’ lifetimes. In the past mainland tuktuk calved 
on the west side of Kiligiktokmik but in recent times they calved on the east side of the Inlet. 
As a result, people in Kingaok no longer saw tukutk come through their community in the 
spring. When Bathurst caribou calved on east side of the inlet, their calving grounds mixed 
with those of the Ahiak herd (Figure 13). Calving areas for Ahiak caribou do not occur in the 
Sabina study area. 

Calving areas for Bathurst caribou are present throughout the Sabina study area (Figure 14). 
All of eastern Bathurst Inlet was used for calving. On the east coast, the most important 
calving area was at Katimanak Kangihok (Arctic Sound) although smaller calving areas also 
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occurred on Hinikyoak (Banks Peninsula) and in the vicinities of Kingaok and Tahikafalok 
(Bathurst Lake). All of Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) and an area to the south was a major 
calving location.  

9.3.3.3. Post-calving and Summer 

Tuktuk left calving areas immediately after having their calves. There were two main types of 
post-calving movements for mainland tuktuk, to the south, and to coastal shorelines. 
Mainland tuktuk were distributed across a large area in the summer and their occurrence was 
unpredictable and variable. There could be tuktuk in the study area during post-calving and 
summer, especially near the ocean. During this time they used a number of predictable and 
traditional crossing locations during open water in Kiligiktokmik (Figure 15). The proposed 
Sabina marine laydown area is located within an important crossing area for caribou. 

On a regional scale, tuktuk used the same corridors during spring and fall migrations (Figure 
11, Figure 12). Bathurst caribou began to move south in the middle of July with major 
movements in August and September. Most consultants said that caribou passed by them in 
August and September, depending on where they lived and what year it was. In some places 
there could be no caribou around by September. 

9.3.3.4. Winter 

Within Bathurst Inlet mainland caribou wintered in the northern part of the inlet and on both 
east and west sides. As discussed in the Island Caribou section, these are places where the 
different herds would inter-mingle. The only place in southern Bathurst Inlet with mainland 
tuktuk in winter was Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) (Figure 10). Habitats used during winter 
consisted of rough and rocky areas because there was less snow and access to vegetation 
was easier.  

9.3.3.5. Data Gaps 

As for Island Caribou, the NTKP is relevant as of the mid 1990s. Mainland caribou populations 
have crashed within the past decade, making the NTKP information all that more important 
as it portrays the typical pattern for these herds. There are no data gaps in regional 
movement information for mainland caribou herds. 

9.4. Mammals 

The NTKP provided information on land mammals and birds. The level of detail was not 
equivalent for all species. The database does not have information on marine mammals 
besides seals. 

9.4.1.1. Akhak (Grizzly Bear) 

There had been an increase in the numbers and distribution of akhak in recent times, 
especially in coastal areas. Akhak typically were seen in spring and fall, during fish spawning 
runs, and caribou migration. The movements of akhak were associated with the major river 
systems and their watersheds (Figure 16). All of Kilogiktok is an important region for akhak, 
because of the abundance of tuktuk, and because of fisheries resources (Figure 17). 
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9.4.1.2. Amagok (Wolf) 

Inuit generally hunted amagok and tuktuk together. When their pelts became highly valued, 
amagok were, and continue to be, highly sought after by Inuit. With incentives such as 
bounties and high pelt prices, Inuit began to specifically target amagok in certain areas 
(Figure 18) and at certain times of year. Inuit traveled extensive distances in search of 
amagok and Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) was one of the major hunting areas (Figure 19).  

9.4.1.3. Fox and Inuit Traplines 

The major reason why Kitikmiut ran traplines was for fox, in particular tigiganiak (arctic fox). 
There also was a demand for kayuktok (red fox) and Nunamiut in particular trapped this 
species. Consultants did not map fox habitats but instead mapped their trapping areas and 
traplines. There were a number of important fox trapping areas in the Sabina study area 
including Hannigayok (Back River), Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) and Hiukkittak (Figure 20). 

9.4.1.4.Kalvik (Wolverine) 

Kalvik were well distributed on the mainland although they always occurred in low densities. 
Fewer kalvik occurred on the mainland coast compared to inland. Tahikyoak (Contwoyto 
Lake) was an important kalvik area, due to the abundance of caribou there (Figure 21). 
Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) and the areas surrounding the communities of Omingmaktok 
and Kingaok were noted as important for wolverine (Figure 22) although map information 
was sparse. Little information on kalvik in southern Kiligiktokmik was provided. 

9.4.1.5. Carnivores – Data Gaps 

The importance of habitats for akhak (grizzly bear), amagok (wolf), kayuktok (red fox), 
tigiganiak (white fox) and kalvik (wolverine) was primarily a function of the distribution of 
caribou. Their interaction with the proposed Sabina development spatially was the same as 
that of caribou, as was Inuit use of these species.  

Although there was discussion of what constituted denning habitat, map information on den 
locations for all the carnivores was largely lacking. In general, information on important 
seasonal habitats is lacking. 

9.4.1.6.Omingmak (Muskox) and Tuktukvak (M00se) 

Few omingmak (muskox) occurred inland but their numbers and distribution was increasing 
as they reoccupied former habitats (Figure 23). Tuktukvak (moose) were known from one 
area within the study area, near Kingaok although consultants said their distribution was 
expanding. Spatial (map) data is lacking for both omingmak and tuktukvak. 

9.4.1.7. Small Mammals 

Okalik (arctic hares) and hikhik (ground squirrels) were distributed throughout the NTKP 
area (Figure 24), including the Sabina project study area (Figure 25). As for akhak, hikhik 
distribution was associated with major river systems. Given their widespread occurrence, it is 
not likely that site-specific TK information is necessary for these prey species, nor is it the 
kind of data that consultants would be apt to map. 
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9.4.1.8.Marine Mammals 

Nattik (seals) were seasonally concentrated within a wide distribution in the ocean (Figure 
26). Nattik were harvested within Kiligiktokmik and were important to Inuit, but yet few 
locations were mapped (Figure 27). In particular, the NTKP does not have information on the 
distribution of seal species other than nattik (ringed seals) such as kahigiak (spotted seal) 
and ugyuk (bearded seal). Seasonal habitat use information on nattik in the study area is also 
lacking.  

There is information that suggests some consultants had information on other marine 
mammals, such as walrus and whales. However, details on these species are lacking in the 
NTKP. 

9.1. Kopanoak (Birds) 

Kopanoak (birds) were an important food source for Ocean and coastal Inuit, because of 
large concentrations of nesting waterfowl on the coast. Birds were less available and less 
important for Nunamiut although they consumed waterfowl when tuktuk were absent 
(Figure 28).  

Spring migratory hunts for waterfowl were important harvesting activities on the coast and 
ocean. Sandhill Cranes were pursued when they first arrived because they had large amounts 
of fat. Eider Ducks and Loons were hunted while they were resting on the open water in the 
cracks in the ocean ice. Ducks that were not eaten were cached in rocks for later use. 

In summer coastal Inuit hunted molting birds and collected eggs. They went to nesting areas 
on the coast and on Arctic Ocean islands specifically for eggs. Consultants mapped the areas 
they thought were most important for birds (Figure 29), but not necessarily all the areas in 
which they hunted birds. 

Cliffs were important nesting habitat for a variety of raptors (Rough-legged Hawk, Gyrfalcon 
and Peregrine Falcon) and other colonial nesting birds such as gulls and Cliff Swallows. Cliff 
nesters also included species such as Ravens, geese and some ducks. 

Major coastal raptor nesting areas were identified on the south coast of Kilingoyak (Kent 
Peninsula) including the islands in Elu Inlet, near the mouths of Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), 
Kugyoak (Perry River), Kunayok (Ellice River), Omingmaktok, a large area on eastern 
Kokiviayok (east Kiligiktokmik), and Kingaok (Figure 29). Further south in Kiligiktokmik, 
important raptor areas were mapped north of Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake). 

Regional map information is sparse and site-specific information is lacking for all bird species 
in the Sabina Project area. This is a major data gap. This is a consequence of how interviews 
were conducted, and a lack of focus on the ecology of individual bird species and their 
habitats. 

9.2. Fish and Fishing Places 

In general Kitikmiut fished wherever they were on the land, in conjunction with their other 
harvesting activities. Fish were especially important when tuktuk were unavailable, and to 
feed the dogteams during winter trapping. Inuit fished the ocean adjacent to the mainland 
and island coastlines, and at the mouths of major rivers. Major camping locations inland were 
important fishing areas. All major lakes and rivers were important fishing places, as well as a 
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number of smaller water bodies. 

Ekalukpik (Arctic charr) were the main fish species for Ocean Inuit and Kiligiktokmiut (Figure 
30). Ekalukpik and hiugyuktok (tomcod) were the two main ocean fish. Other ocean fish 
included sculpins, smelt, flounders (called turbot), wolf eel, crabs, oysters and starfish. 
Nunamiut fished for over-wintering and land-locked charr, but the main lake and river fish 
were ehok (lake trout), anakheek (broad whitefish), kapihillik (arctic cisco) and hulukpaugan 
(grayling). 

Inuit fished the ocean adjacent to the mainland and island coastlines, and at the mouths of 
major rivers (Figure 31). All lakes and rivers feeding into Kiligiktokmik were important for 
fishing (Figure 32). Many of the rivers had ancient stone weirs. In particular, the mouth of 
Hiukkittak was well used for fishing and had long-term occupation by Kitikmiut. Lakes near 
Kingaok, especially Tagionuak, were important fishing areas. Aniakhiokvik (Fishing Lake) was 
the local fishing spot. Further south, Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake), Hikinikgogiak (Kenyon 
Lake) and Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) were important fishing lakes. 

The majority of rivers which flowed to the ocean were charr rivers. In the study area the most 
important charr rivers were Hiukkittak, Hannigayok (Back River) Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside 
River) and Hanimok (Mara River). Many, if not all, of the lakes connecting to the ocean had 
cover-wintering charr including Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake), Ekalolialok, Charr Lake and 
Fishing Lake. 

Although the location of important fishing places was well documented, the occurrence and 
distribution of the different fish species is a major data gap in the NTKP. This is an artifact of 
the interview process. Besides arctic charr, specific questions on fish species were not asked. 

9.3. Water Sources and Quality 

Potable water was a major concern for Inuit, even before mineral development activities. 
Good water was not always readily available on the land, and sometimes took a lot of effort 
to obtain. Generally consultants did not map places where they obtained water as they said 
they found water everywhere. 
When they were at their camps, Inuit had traditional places where they obtained water. 
Fresh and clean water was more difficult to find on the coast than inland. Most lakes and 
rivers were used as water sources. When traveling, they obtained potable water from 
wherever they found it.  

Inuit living along the coast of the Arctic Ocean and Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) had to find 
sources of fresh water. The lakes adjacent to the coast were not good for drinking water 
because underground seepage from the ocean made them saline. The water inland was 
better for drinking than water on the coast. 

Inuit had seen many changes in water quality over the past few decades. These included 
shallower lakes and shallower rivers that drained to the ocean, reductions in river flow, 
smaller fish spawning runs, and the Arctic Ocean took longer to freeze. 
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11. INUINNAKTUN TERMS AND MEANINGS 

HERITAGE 

Kiligiktokmiut The people of Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) 

Nunamiut Inlanders, people of the land 

Plants and Shrubs: 

Aaukpik Cloudberries 

Kablakot  Plant used for tea (when regular tea was not available) 

Kangoyat Cottongrass seed heads; used as wicks in kudlik 

  

Hunting & Transportation: 

Inokhok / inokhuit (sl. 
/ pl.) 

Rock pile; used in a V-formation to funnel caribou towards hunter’s blind. Also 
used to indicate important landmarks, hunting and fishing locations. 

Talo Hunting blind 

Omiak Flat-bottom boat 

Kayak / Kayait (sl. / 
pl.) 

Narrow boat 

Landscapes: 

Kaihimayonik High hills or eskers 

Kingoatigaffalok Refers to very large eskers 

Konngok Narrows of a lake or ocean; often indicates an area of open water in winter 
and a dangerous travel spot 

Nadlok Lake narrows; caribou hunting and camping spots 

Nuna The land 

Camps and Inuit Lifeways: 

Aglikton Do not want to work in an area because of things that have happened there; 
taboo 

Agooknik Parka with a pointed hood 

Akhonaton Game using rope 

Akigamiknik Songs sang to boats so that they would sink 

Akihakton Songs for praying 

Amoukkaton Songs for singing in the background: ‘Ayayaya’ 

Avalakiak Low-growing plant like a willow used for starting fires 

Avattak Skipping game 

Eehoktin A small plant used for starting fires 

Hogat Upright rocks for kimegotin (drying rack made of rocks and/or sticks) 

Igloo Snow house 

Igluvikan Old sod houses built by ancient Inuit 

Ingiktoktok Person who comes to get meat from a successful hunter 

Kablunak /Kabloona 
(sl. / pl.) 

White person (meaning “bushy eyebrows”) 
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Kalgit Large snow house 

Kamik / Kamiit 

(sl. / pl.) 

Boot / Boots 

Kapitta Fringes on a parka 

Kalikyoak / Kalgit 

(sl. / pl.) 

Large igloo 

Kimegotin Meat drying racks constructed from willows and rope 

Kudlik Stone oil lamp, fired with seal or caribou fat 

Kulittak Outer parka 

Nologakton string game 

Ohohivik Seal skin bags filled with seal meat and fat 

Okohikhaat Black soapstone used to carve the kudlik 

Oolaok Game ‘Prisoner's base’ 

Pakhakhaotik Caribou femur, used to hold sewing kit 

Poalgit Snow shovel (made out of any usable material) 

Topikavik  A place to put a tent or an old campsite 

Ulu Inuit knife for cutting food 

CARIBOU 

Behaviour and Habitat 

Aatogoayak, 
igloohoutinnik 

Mushrooms eaten by caribou 

Algaktoktok / algaak Jaegers eating amniotic sacs of caribou / amniotic sacs 

Kigok Rocky areas where caribou don’t go 

Natingnak Wetlands where caribou graze 

Nuulak Areas where ice does not melt during summer; heat relief habitats 

Ukhukgannik Good grazing area in the fall 

Movements 

Aatikanik, aatiktaak, 
aatiktonik, atilliktun 

Spring migration; caribou traveling north or north-east 

Atiktugin Caribou crossing the ice during spring migration 

Atintanik Caribou heading south in June or July (post-calving movement) 

Kablonakton Migrating in small groups 

Kilomokkamik / 
kilomoktok / 
kilomoktun 

Fall migration, traveling south / One caribou heading south / group of caribou 
heading south 

Descriptions 

Amakingoyak Caribou wolf kill where only part of caribou has been eaten 

Higgolikmik Caribou cows without antlers 

Higgolikmik caribou without antlers 

Ihimgotait Caribou antlers (bez) 

Kingaktotait Caribou antlers (shovel) 
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Kivvolik Caribou cows with antlers 

Kivvolik caribou antlers in spring 

Kugnianit Caribou that are used to people 

Kulavak/ angnalok Caribou cow female 

Nigokak Caribou stomach contents 

Nogalikyoak Caribou cows with large calves 

Noggak / nogait Caribou calf / calves 

Nukatokak Caribou yearling 

Okalit white caribou 

Poogik white belly of caribou 

Pungnik/ anguhalok Caribou bull / not quite an adult bull 

Tigogaak Bull caribou with small antlers 

Tuktuk Caribou (general) 

Tuktu nogait Caribou calves 

MAMMALS (OTHER) 

Akhak Grizzly bear 

Amagok Wolf 

Avingak Encompassing term for small mammals; also used to refer to the most 
common small mammal (brown lemming) 

Hikhik Arctic Ground squirrel 

Kalvik Wolverine  

Kayuktok  

Tigiganiak 

Red fox 

Arctic (White) fox 

Nattik Seals (general term) 

Nattik Ringed seal 

Kahigiak Spotted seal 

Ugyuk Bearded seal 

Aivik Walrus 

Kilalugak Beluga whale 

Togaalik Narwhal 

Okalik Arctic hare 

Omingmak Muskoxen 

Pihoyotonik Places where muskox spend the summer in one area 

BIRDS Kopanoak Birds (general term) 

Waterfowl Ahangik Long-tailed Duck 

Amaolik Common Eider (male) 

Hogluktuk Common Eider (female) 

Kaglulik Common Loon 

Kakhauk Red-throated Loon 
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Kanguk Snow Goose 

Kekak Northern Pintail 

Kikat Ross’s Goose 

Kingalik King Eider (male) 

Kugyuk Tundra Swan 

Malikgik Arctic Loon 

Mittik King Eider (female) 

Niglinak Greater White-fronted Goose 

Niglinek Brant Goose 

Oloagolik Canada Goose 

Paenahic Mallard 

Tatilgak Sandhill Crane 

Tuullik Yellow-billed Loon 

Songbirds Nagajiit American Robin (pl.) 

Nagakiik American Robin (sl.) 

Tologanat Bank Swallow 

Tulugakyoak Common Raven 

Haghagiak Common Redpoll 

Kopanoakpagyuk Horned Lark 

Nahaolik Lapland Longspur (pl.) 

Nahaoliit Lapland Longspur (sl.) 

Amaolikak Snow Bunting 

Terns Ikilagiak Arctic Tern (female) 

Imitkotailak Arctic Tern (male) 

Shorebirds Mihakpakyuk Baird’s Sandpiper 

Nuyagalik Common Merganser 

Kilgiyook Common Ringed Plover 

Tungaviat Common Snipe 

Kulikulik Killdeer 

Tulik American Golden Plover 

Havhak Red Phalarope 

Killikvak Ruddy Turnstone 

Hikkeniktakyuk Semi-palmated Sandpiper 

Komaolikpayuk Stilt Sandpiper 

Higyagiak White-rumped Sandpiper 

Raptors Kunakpik Bald Eagle 

Kopanuakpak Golden Eagle 

Kiligavik Peregrine Falcon 
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Kiligavikpak Gyrfalcon 

Okpik Snowy Owl 

Nipaingaktak Short-eared Owl 

Kalaak Rough-legged Hawk 

Gulls & Jaegers Nauyak Herring Gull (pl.) 

Nauyavik Glaucous Gull 

Ihungak  Long-tailed Jaeger 

Ihungahut Parasitic Jaeger 

Igkilagoiak Sabine’s Gull 

Ptarmigans Akilgik  White-tailed Ptarmigan 

Nikhaktok Rock Ptarmigan 

Akilgivik Willow Ptarmigan 

FISH 

Salmons 

Arctic charr Ikalukpik, Ekalukpik   

Inland charr Ehokketak Hooked lower jaw (old term) 

Red-bellied charr Evitagok Charr that stay in the lakes to reproduce and turn 
red in colour 

Charr from lakes Aniak Arctic charr that are skinny because they have 
come from the lakes. 

Arctic grayling Hulukpaugan (pl.)   

 Hulukpaugak (sl.)   

Lake trout Ihok or Ehok   

Cisco whitefish 
(Arctic cisco) 

Kapihillik   

Lake whitefish Anakheek   

Broad whitefish (not provided)   

Smelts  

Capelin or Smelt Ekalukgaan Small fish 

Capelin Angmagiak Fish with small eyes 

Smelt (Rainbow 
smelt) 

Eetooknuit   

Other Lake Fish  

Longnose sucker Milugiak Fish with lots of bones in the flesh 

Northern Pike 
(Jackfish) 

Hiulik   

Burbot (Lota lota) (not provided)  

Sculpins  

Sculpin (slimy sculpin, 
inland) 

Kanayuk   
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Sculpin (marine and 
coastal) 

Kanayuk   

Cods  

Tomcod  Hiuguktok All cod species 

 Uugak Adult cod 

 Uugayak Young cod 

Eels  

Eel (Arctic eelpout) Akuhaauk   

Flounders  

Arctic flounder or  
Starry flounder 

Natangnak   

General Terms (Lake Fish) 

 Eektok Any large fish from lakes 

 Hugtook Big fish from lakes 

 Hukton Big fish 

Shellfish  

Clams Uviluk   

Mussels Uviluvaleot   

Sea urchins Etkoyak  

Fish Habitat 

  

Egligiit ‘Bed’, shallow places in the ocean, lakes and rivers where the activity of fish 
prevents the ice from freezing 

Eglin (pl.) Places where arctic charr spawn (spawning beds) 

Imaogatagalok Deep places in lakes where fish are found 

Imaogatnaik Eddies; includes deep places in rivers, away from the current such as under 
falls where fish rest during migration 

Kabluknik Foamy areas where streams enter lakes 

Kegekouk Areas in lakes where the ice has melted to the bottom of the lake and fish can 
be found 

Konguk / Kongunik 
(sl. / pl.) 

Lake narrows that don’t freeze in winter because of fast running water; 
important fishing place 

Kotiatit Lakeshores 

Makhakheek Rivers or streams connecting lakes which allow for the movement of fish 

Patinnik Contaminated pool of water in a river. The river freezes to the bottom and 
cuts off the river flow from upstream and downstream. The trapped fish 
subsequently die from lack of oxygen and pollute the water.  

Fish Behaviour 

Hanimoyok Fish that migrate down river (from the lakes to the ocean) 

Mayoaktok When the charr go up river (from the ocean to the lakes to over-winter)  

Panmoktok When charr migrate to the ocean from the lakes (downstream) after 
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spawning 

Fish Descriptions 

Mikhotianik Membrane which covers fish eggs 

Nikveet Gills 

Pigliktunik Dead fish washed up on beach 

Fishing 

  

Aghikgaak Pulling out lots of fish while jigging 

Hapotit Stone weirs 

Hittaak V-shaped stone traps in rivers made to catch fish 

Kakivak Fish spear 

Nakatak Rock that marks a good ice-fishing spot (usually located on a hill beside a 
lake). 

Togaak Stone markers that indicate a good winter/spring fishing area. 

Tugaak Places where people regularly fish; a particular hole that has lots of fish 
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Executive Summary 

Sabina Gold & Silver Corp. (Sabina) is proposing to develop the Back River Project (the Project), 
located in the West Kitikmeot region of Nunavut. The Project involves the development of mineral 
deposits in two properties (the Goose and George Properties), with associated infrastructure including 
a proposed winter road connecting the two properties to a Marine Laydown Area to be located in 
southern Bathurst Inlet. A winter road connecting with the Tibbit-to-Contwoyto Winter Road in the 
Northwest Territories (NWT) is also proposed as an alternative transportation corridor for the early 
phases of the Project. 

The Nunavut Impact Review Board (NIRB) requires that the Project’s Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) considers the Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Use (TK/TU) of selected NWT Aboriginal 
groups. This report identifies the TK/TU of NWT Aboriginal groups in relation to the proposed Project. 
Aboriginal groups considered in this report include the following: 

o Akaitcho Dene First Nations, comprised of: 

− Yellowknives Dene First Nation;  

− Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation; and 

− Deninu K’ue First Nation. 

o Tłı ̨chǫ; comprised of: 

− Behchokǫ ̀; 

− Gamètì; 

− Wekweètì; and 

− Whatì. 

o North Slave Métis. 

Study communities belong to Dene and Métis ethno-linguistic groups. Northern Dene traditionally 
occupied the boreal forest-tundra transitional zone. Subsistence patterns, social organization and 
cultural traditions were, and continue to be, largely shaped by relationships with caribou. Three 
distinct Dene language types traditionally occupied the area of interest, including Yellowknife, 
Chipewyan and Dogrib. The descendents of Chipewyan and Yellowknife traditions make up the Akaitcho 
Dene First Nations, which include the Yellowknives Dene First Nation, Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation and 
Deninu K’ue First Nation. Descendents of the Dogrib tradition belong to the Tłı̨chǫ, comprised of the 
communities of Behchokǫ ̀, Gamètì, Wekweètì, and Whatì. The Métis are a distinct Aboriginal group that 
derives from unions between French, French-Canadian and Scottish fur traders and Cree and Dene 
women. Descendants of Métis of the North Slave region are represented by the North Slave 
Métis Alliance. 

Akaitcho Dene, Tłı ̨chǫ Dene and North Slave Métis have and continue to harvest caribou in the 
barrenlands and within the treeline. A number of other game species and fur-bearing animals are 
harvested in the barrenlands. Some Aboriginal groups’ harvesting range extends as far as Contwoyto 
Lake. Study communities with demonstrated traditional land use activities in the Contwoyto Lake area 
include the Yellowknives Dene First Nation and the Tłı̨chǫ Dene. Members of the Deninu K’ue First 
Nation also indicate current use of the Contwoyto Lake area. 
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Study communities have provided observations about caribou migration and distributional patterns as 
they relate to mine sites and winter roads. Aboriginal groups observe that caribou alter migration 
routes and distribution in response to noise and air disturbances associated with mining activities. 
Additionally, they note that winter roads can create migration barriers due to collisions, visual 
obstruction, noise and visual disturbance, and increased hunting pressure. These observations may 
provide valuable sources of knowledge for the assessment of any potential environmental effects 
associated with the Project. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Terminology used in this document is defined where it is first used. The following list will assist readers 
who may choose to review only portions of the document.  

EIS Environmental Impact Statement 

ha Hectares 

GNWT Government of the Northwest Territories 

MNNWT Métis Nation of the Northwest Territories 

NWT Northwest Territories 

NIRB Nunavut Impact Review Board 

NSMA North Slave Métis Alliance 

Rescan Rescan Environmental Services Ltd. (currently ERM Rescan) 

Sabina Sabina Gold & Silver Corp. 

TK/TU Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Use 
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1. Introduction 

Sabina Gold & Silver Corp. (Sabina) is proposing to develop the Back River Project (the Project), 
located in the west Kitikmeot Region of Nunavut (Figure 1-1). The Project involves the development of 
mineral deposits in two properties (the Goose and George Properties), with associated infrastructure 
including a proposed winter road connecting the two properties to a MLA to be located in southern 
Bathurst Inlet. A winter road connecting with the Tibbit-to-Contwoyto Winter Road in the NWT is also 
proposed as an alternative transportation corridor for the early phases of the Project. 

The Nunavut Impact Review Board (NIRB) requires that the Project’s Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) considers the Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Use (TK/TU) of Aboriginal groups. According 
to NIRB, “the Proponent must incorporate into the EIS the TK to which it has access or the TK that it 
may reasonably be expected to acquire through appropriate due diligence, in keeping with appropriate 
ethical standards and without breaching obligations of confidentiality” (Rescan 2012; NIRB 2013). 

The purpose of this report is to identify the traditional knowledge and traditional use of selected NWT 
Aboriginal groups in relation to the proposed Project. The study adopts the Government of the NWT’s 
definition of TK as “knowledge and values, which have been acquired through experience, observation, 
from the land or from spiritual teachings, and handed down from one generation to another” (GNWT 
2005). 

1.1 STUDY COMMUNITIES 

This study focuses on NWT Aboriginal groups whose traditional land and resource areas and activities 
directly and/or indirectly relate to the Project area or Project activities. Direct connections relate to 
resource harvesting in and around the proposed mine sites and winter roads. Indirect connections 
relate to caribou that migrate through the Project site and/or winter roads and that are harvested by 
Aboriginal groups outside of the Project area. This report does not make a determination or conclusion 
regarding any potential interaction with the Project, but focuses on providing information to assist in 
the assessment.  

Figure 1.1-1 and identifies NWT Aboriginal groups’ traditional, asserted, and settled land claim 
territories in relation to the Project. This includes the following: 

o Akaitcho Dene First Nations, comprised of: 

− Yellowknives Dene First Nation;  

− Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation; and 

− Deninu K’ue First Nation.  

o Tłı ̨chǫ, comprised of: 

− Behchokǫ ̀; 

− Gamètì; 

− Wekweètì; and 

− Whatì. 

o North Slave Métis.  
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Interim Measures Agreement (IMA) :
An agreement that clarifies how the Government
of Canada and the Government of the Northwest 
Territories will work with an Aboriginal group during 
land and resource negotiations on matters such as 
parks, forest management, land use permits, disposals 
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ability of the parties to negotiate.
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1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT 

Following a presentation of the methods that guided data collection and review, Section 3 presents an 
ethno-linguistic overview of the study groups. The purpose of this overview is to provide the pre-
contact context for the socio-political groups that formed in the recent past and whom comprise the 
study groups for the present study. Section 4 provides an overview of the socio-political groups, noting 
their ethno-linguistic origins. Section 5 presents information about historical and contemporary land 
use for the study groups. 
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2. Methods 

The study collected publically-available sources of information about the study communities’ TK/TU. 
Primary sources included: 

o published ethnographic studies; 

o published academic research; 

o proceedings from research workshops; 

o relevant existing TK/TU reports;  

o relevant Aboriginal submissions to the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Review Board; and 

o websites of Aboriginal organizations and communities. 

Materials were reviewed to provide 1) an understanding of the ethnographic and socio-political 
organization of Aboriginal groups in the NWT, and 2) Aboriginal groups’ historical and contemporary 
TK/TU as it relates to the proposed Project. A full list of materials reviewed is located in the 
references section of this report. 

2.1 LIMITATIONS 

The report relies exclusively on secondary data. While a substantial amount of information relating to 
the TK/TU of the study communities can be gleaned from secondary sources1 – particularly as it relates 
to Aboriginal groups’ use and knowledge of caribou – site-specific data would provide a more accurate 
picture of Aboriginal groups’ TK/TU as it relates specifically to the Project sites and potential spatial 
interactions with the Project.  

In addition, while recent secondary materials are available for many of the study communities, an 
understanding of some Aboriginal groups’ TK/TU could potentially be enhanced through the collection 
of more recent information. In particular, detailed information about contemporary land use as it 
relates to the Project sites is not currently publically available. 

                                                 

1 Note that a TK study of the NSMA prepared for De Beers Canada Inc.’s Gahho Kue Project is expected to be submitted to the 
Mackenzie Valley Impact Review Board by Oct 29, 2013 and so was not available at the time of writing. 
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3. Ethno-linguistic Groups 

3.1 DENE 

The Dene are Northern Athabaskan speakers of the northern boreal and subarctic regions of Canada2. 
Within the NWT, the Dene are comprised of the Chipewyan (Denésoliné), Yellowknife (T’atsan ottiné), 
Dogrib (Tłı ̨chǫ), and Hare, Mountain and Slavey (Sahtu) language groups. Dene means “people” and the 
term Denendeh refers to the “land of the people.”  

3.1.1 Chipewyan 

The Dene Sųłiné-speaking Chipewyan are the most numerous and extensively distributed of the Dene 
(J. G. E. Smith 1981). Pre-contact Chipewyans occupied the forest-tundra interface from near the 
mouth of the Coppermine River to near Hudson Bay. The primary game animal pursued by the 
Chipewyans was the Barren Ground caribou, which winters in the fringe of the boreal forest and 
migrates into the tundra in the summer to calve. The Barren Ground caribou structured the Chipewyan 
seasonal cycle, seasonal distribution, socioterritorial organization, technology, and religious beliefs. 
Three dialects were spoken by the Chipewyan, corresponding to territorial organization around the 
three Barren Ground caribou herds (Bathurst, Beverly and Kaminuriak). Band movement and size was 
based on herd movement. During caribou migrations, regional bands of 200 to 400 individuals formed, 
while at other times smaller local bands of 50 to 60 individuals would follow herds to their winter and 
summer foraging ranges. Local bands were made up of several hunting groups which would be 
distributed along the foraging locations of caribou. 

The Chipewyan were marginally involved in the fur trade, due to the relative scarcity of fur-baring 
animals in their territory. However, some Chipewyan migrated south into the closed forest to partake 
in the fur trade and others served as intermediaries between the Hudson’s Bay Company and the Dogrib 
and the Yellowknife. Due to their limited participation in the fur trade, Chipewyan social structure, 
culture and territory did not change appreciably until the 1960s when several bands were relocated to 
the outskirts of towns containing social services and a cash economy (J. G. E. Smith 1981). 
Nevertheless, Chipewyan peoples maintained a traditional relationship to the caribou, with several 
families returning to their traditional territories in the early 1970s. 

3.1.2 Yellowknife 

Yellowknife Dene were a major division of Chipewyan (the T’atsan ottiné) who spoke a distinctive 
dialect of Chipewyan (J. G. E. Smith 1981). Yellowknife Dene occupied the Yellowknife and upper 
Coppermine River drainages in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The Yellowknife 
range, like other Chipewyan, centred on the boreal forest-tundra transitional zone, including the north 
shore of the eastern half of Great Slave Lake, the Coppermine and Yellowknife Rivers to the west, the 
upper reaches of Back River to the east, and encompassing Contwoyto Lake to the north. 
The Yellowknife were largely organized around the Bathurst Caribou herd (Gillespie 1981).  

Upon the establishment of trading posts in the Great Slave Lake and Great Bear Lake region in the 
eighteenth century, the Yellowknife dominated other Aboriginal groups in the area, particularly the 

                                                 

2 Athabascan speakers are geographically located in three areas: Northern Athabascan, Southern Athabascan and Pacific Coastal 
Athabascan. Generally, the term Dene is applied to the Northern Athabascan speaking peoples. However, the term Dene is 
sometimes used to refer to the entire Athabascan language family, as is the case with the annual Dene (Athabascan) Languages 
Conference. The term Na-Dene refers to a broader language family including Athabascan, Eyak and Tlingit languages. 
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Dogrib. Chief Akaitcho was the prime leader at this time. After a revenge attack by the Dogrib in 1823 
and the removal of trading relationships in their range, the Yellowknife relocated fur trading activities 
to Fort Resolution and began to amalgamate with other Chipewyans there. Yellowknifes also 
intermarried with Chipewyan and Dogrib populations of Yellowknife Bay, and Snowdrift (now 
Lutsel K’e). According to most anthropological accounts, by the twentieth century the Yellowknife no 
longer had a distinctive dialectical or ethnic identity (Krauss and Golla 1981). However, this claim is 
disputed by the current day Yellowknives Dene First Nation (Weledeh Yellowknives Dene 1997), as well 
as by Chipewyan of Rocher River (Freeman 2008; Vanden Berg and Associates 2012).  

3.1.3 Dogrib 

The Dogrib are Tłı ̨chǫ Yatıı̀-speaking Dene who traditionally occupied lands between Great Slave Lake 
and Great Bear Lake and from the lowlands on the east side of the Mackenzie River to Contwoyto, 
Aylmer and Artillery Lakes. The larger portion of the Dogrib range is characterized by a transitional 
zone between boreal forest and tundra. Before 1823, Dogribs were harassed by the Yellowknife, 
particularly under the leadership of Chief Akaitcho, forcing them to avoid certain sectors of their 
traditional range. After the 1823 revenge attack, the Dogribs regained their range and, due to the 
efforts of Dogrib Edzo (according to oral tradition), made peace with the Yellowknife. Dogribs were 
organized into regional bands that occupied and exploited particular areas for significant parts of the 
year. Bands were made up of sets of families that formed short term task groups or longer term local 
groups. The Dogrib annual cycle was characterized by hunting and trapping fur-bearing animals for 
trade in the early summer, caribou harvest at the forest edge and tundra in the summer, fishing in the 
fall, caribou harvest within the forest in the early winter, and caribou harvest in the spring as the 
herds are moving toward the tundra for calving. The primary location for caribou harvest was at Snare 
Lake where large numbers of caribou could be found during the migration to their summer calving 
grounds (De Beers Canada Inc. 2010). This seasonal round was punctuated by gatherings at Fort Rae 
(founded in 1852) to trade and engage in festivities in late June, Christmas, and Easter. Dogrib 
continued to practice a traditional lifestyle into the 1940s. In the 1960s and early 1970s, Dogrib settled 
in the towns of Rae, Yellowknife and Edzo3. Dogrib now refer to themselves as Tłı̨chǫ, from Tłı ̨chǫ Done 
(or Thlingchadinne) meaning “Dog-Flank People.” 

3.2 MÉTIS  

The Métis are a distinct Aboriginal group who trace socio-genesis to the fur trade. Métis are the 
descendants of the children of French, French-Canadian and Scottish fur traders and their Ojibwa or 
Cree wives. Métis worked largely in transportation occupations, such as canoemen and packers, and 
also as interpreters, guides and providers for the fur trade. In addition to transportation work, Métis 
were involved in fishing, caribou and moose hunting and fur trapping. The offspring of couriers de bois 
and local Aboriginal women, the first generation of Métis in the subarctic were becoming established in 
the late 1700s and early 1800s as the fur trade reached the area (Jones 2005; Enge v. Mandeville et al. 
2013). Other Métis moved into the Subarctic with the fur trade in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries and settling at trading posts (Slobodin 1981). Subsequent to the defeat of the 
Métis Nation in 1885, subarctic Métis were joined by Métis from the Saskatchewan River region, 
previously of the Red River valley. The Métis of the southern sub-arctic are identified as Red River 
Métis, and are distinguished from northern Métis, who are located north of Fort Simpson and derive 
more recently from the descendants of Dene women and northern European men (Slobodin 1981). Métis 
speak French, English, Michif, Tłı ̨chǫ Yatıı ̀, and Denésoliné. 

                                                 

3 Rae and Edzo (collectively referred to as Rae-Edzo) were renamed Behchokǫ̀ in 2005. 
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3.2.1 North Slave Métis 

Métis became established in the area north and east of Great Slave Lake subsequent to early 
explorations by couriers de bois. They trace their ancestry back to particular families, including the 
Beaulieus, Laffertys and the Mandevilles who are well represented in the historical record. By the 
second decade of the nineteenth century, the North Slave Métis were distinct from other indigenous 
groups (Jones 2005). Many resided in Old Fort Rae, a Hudson’s Bay trading post. North Slave Métis 
worked as fur trade employees and hunted and trapped in the area between Great Slave Lake to the 
south, Great Bear Lake to the north and present day Nunavut to the east. Hunting included caribou 
hunting in the tundra (Jones 2005). North Slave Métis travelled extensively throughout the region, 
evidenced by wide marriage networks. Settlements included Old Fort Rae, Lac La Martre, Yellowknife 
River, Old Fort Providence, Fort Resolution, Beaulieu Fort (present day Lutsel k'e), and Fort Reliance. 
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4. Socio-political Groups 

4.1 AKAITCHO DENE FIRST NATIONS 

The Akaitcho Dene First Nations represent the interests of the Yellowknives and Chipewyan Dene First 
Nations, including Dettah and N’Dilo (Yellowknives Dene First Nation), Lutsel k’e, and Deninu K’ue. 
The name Akaitcho is taken from the Yellowknife Chief of early nineteenth century. The asserted 
traditional Akaitcho territory stretches from the eastern portion of Great Slave Lake (Tu Cho) in the 
east, north of Contwoyto Lake in the north, to the Nunavut border in the east, and south into 
Saskatchewan and Alberta. In 1900, Chief Drygeese signed Treaty 8.4  Due to differences in 
interpretation of the treaty in the 1970s, Canada and the Dene engaged in a comprehensive treaty claim 
process (the Dene-Métis Comprehensive Claim) that failed in 1990. In 2000, the Akaitcho developed a 
Framework Agreement with the government of Canada and the Government of the Northwest Territories 
to guide negotiations toward a final treaty agreement. To date, the Akaitcho Process has resulted in a 
2001 Interim Measures Agreement for screening development applications in Akaitcho asserted 
traditional territory, a 2006 Interim Land Withdrawal of 1,034 ha from the City of Yellowknife, and a 
2007 Land Withdrawal Agreement to protect 62,000 km of federal Crown land within Akaitcho 
traditional territory while negotiations continue. An agreement in principle and final agreement are yet 
to be completed. 

The Akaitcho Dene First Nations are also represented by the Akaitcho Territory Government and the 
Akaitcho Treaty 8 Tribal Corporation. 

4.1.1 Yellowknives Dene First Nation  

The Yellowknives Dene First Nation, also known as the Weledeh Yellowknives First Nation in reference 
to the Weledeh (Yellowknife) River as well as the T'atsaot'ine, are located in the communities of 
Dettah and N’Dilo. The First Nation was formerly known as the Yellowknife B Band, having been so 
named in Treaty 8. While pre-contact Yellowknife were a subgroup of the Chipewyan, the band signing 
Treaty 8 were primarily Dogrib who had incorporated some of the descendants of the historic 
Yellowknife5 (Gillespie 1981). Following the failed Dene-Métis Comprehensive Claim in the 1990s, the 
Yellowknife B Band changed its name to the Yellowknives Dene Band by Band Council Resolution in 
1991 (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). The Yellowknives Dene First Nation is pursuing a treaty 
agreement under the Akaitcho Process. In 2012, the population of Detah was 260 and N’Dilo was 
approximately 200 (NWT Stats 2013b). The majority of Aboriginal speakers in Dettah speak Tłı ̨chǫ Yatii 
(Statistics Canada 2013b). 

4.1.2 Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation 

Lutsel K’e, a Chipewyan community, is a Designated Authority located on the south shore of Great 
Slave Lake’s east arm. It is the most northerly Chipewyan community, located at the treeline. 

                                                 

4 According to anthropologists, Chief Drygeese was chief of the Dogrib band Wulede hoti (or Connie River People) and that they 
were misnamed as Yellowknife. However, the Akaitcho claim that Chief Drygreese did in fact sign treaty on behalf of the 
Yellowknife. Others suggest that three different men signed on behalf of the Yellowknife: Chief Snuff, headman Tzin-Tu and 
headman Ate-ee-zen. See Helm (1981), Vanden Berg and Associates (2012), and Akaitcho Treaty 8 Tribal Coprporation (2013). 
5 Some Yellowknife Dene claim that anthropologists are mistaken in identifying the contemporary Yellowknife Dene Nation as 
Tlicho, and that the Nation derives from the pre-contact Yellowknife. See Yellowknives Dene First Nation Elders Advisory Council 
(1997) for more information. The Dene of Rocher River claim to be the direct descendants of the historic Yellowknife peoples, 
with a traditional territory east of the Slave River between Great Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca (Freeman 2008.)  The same 
argument is made in De Beers (2012). 
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The community grew around a Hudson’s Bay Company post founded in 1925. Prior to settlement at the 
post, Chipewyan families occupied ?edaghecho Tue at the southern end of Artillery lake during caribou 
migrations (Jacob 1987). Known as the Yellowknife A Band until the 1960s, the First Nation changed its 
name to Lutsel K’e in 1992. The population of Lutsel K’e was 310 in 2011 (NWT Stats 2012). The 
majority of Aboriginal language speakers speak Dene Sųłiné. The Łutselk’e Denesôłıne refer to their 
traditional territory as Denesôłıne Nëne (Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation 2005).  

4.1.3 Deninu K’ue First Nation  

The Chipewyan community of Deninu K’ue is a Settlement Corporation situated at the mouth of the 
Slave River. Formerly known as Fort Resolution (est. 1786), Deninu K’ue is the oldest documented 
community in the NWT. Together with other Dene who occupied lands north, south and east of Great 
Slave Lake, the Chipewyan and Yellowknife ancestors of the Deninu K’ue frequented the fort to trade 
and, after adhering to Treaty 8 in 1900, collect treaty payments. Those who traded and lived at the 
fort were referred to as Dene Nu Kwen, which translates as “Moose Deer Island House People” (Smith 
1982). More permanent settlements arose as Chipewyans moved to the fort to be close to their children 
who were placed in residential school there (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Originally grouped with 
the Yellowknife A Band, the Chipewyan Band of Fort Resolution changed its name to the Resolution 
Band in 1962 and to Deninu K’ue First Nation in 1992 (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). The 
population of Deninu K’ue was 475 in 2011. Almost all Aboriginal language speakers in Deninu K’ue 
speak Dene Sųłiné (Statistics Canada 2013c). 

4.2 TŁI ̨CHǪ GOVERNMENT  

The Tłı ̨chǫ Government (also known as the Tåîchô Government) represents the interests of Tłı ̨chǫ 

(prev. Dogrib) citizens residing in Behchokǫ ̀, Gamètì, Wekweètì and Whatì. Following the collapse of 
the Dene-Métis comprehensive land claim negotiation in 1990, the Dogrib Treaty 11 Council negotiated 
a regional land claims and self-government agreement with the Government of Canada and the 
Government of the Northwest Territories6. Upon ratification of the Tłı ̨chǫ  Agreement (Tlicho 
Government, GNWT, and Government of Canada 2003) in 2005, the Tłįchǫ Community Governments of 
Behchoko, Whatì, Gamètì, and Wekweètì replaced Indian Act Bands and NWT municipal corporations 
and the Tłı ̨chǫ Government was formed. As the governing authority within Tłı̨chǫ Lands, the Tłı ̨chǫ 
Government has the power to pass and enforce laws, delegate its powers and authority, and establish 
structure of Tłı ̨chǫ Government and its internal management (Tlicho Government 2013b). The Tłı ̨chǫ 
Agreement designates 39,000 square kilometres of land located between Great Slave Lake and Great 
Bear Lake as Tłı ̨chǫ Lands, which are owned by the Tłı ̨chǫ Government. On these lands, Tłı ̨chǫ citizens 
hold certain exclusive rights, such as the right to harvest furbearers and take and use water. In the 
wider Tłı ̨chǫ traditional territory, known as the Môwhì Gogha Dè Nîîtåèè7, Tłı ̨chǫ citizens hold non-
exclusive rights to harvest trees and plants and all species of wildlife at all times of year without a 
licence from the Government of the Northwest Territories. The Tłı ̨chǫ Government must be consulted 
whenever a development is proposed for the Môwhì Gogha Dè Nîîtåèè that might affect the well-being 
of the Tłı ̨chǫ. The Wek’èezhìi Resource Management Area encompasses Tłı ̨chǫ lands. It is contained 
within the Môwhì Gogha Dè Nîîtåèè. The Wek’èezhìi Renewable Resource Board makes 
recommendations about wildlife management, forest and plant management, and commercial activities 
within the Wek’èezhìi Resource Management Area.  

                                                 

6 The Yellowknives Dene First Nation (formerly the Yellowknife B Band under Treaty 8) chose not to participate in the 
negotiations. See Section 5.1.1. 
7 Described by Chief Monfwi during the signing of Treaty 11 in 1921. 
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4.2.1 Behchokǫ ̀  

Behchokǫ ̀ (formerly Rae-Edzo) is located on the northwestern tip of Great Slave Lake and comprised of 
the communities of Rae and Edzo. The name Rae is taken from Old Fort Rae, established in 1852 
approximately 8 kilometres from the present location on the southeast shore of Marion Lake. By 1890, 
over 600 people had settled in the area. Permanent housing was built in the 1940s (Legislative 
Assembly of the Northwest Territories 2013a). Rae houses the central offices for the Tłı ̨chǫ 
Government. The community of Edzo (whose name was taken from Chief Edzo who is said to have made 
peace with Chief Akaitcho of the Yellowknife in 1823) was constructed by the federal government in 
1972, as it was considered to be a more suitable site. While a school was constructed in Edzo, 90% of 
Behchokǫ ̀’s population reside in Rae. The population of Behchokǫ ̀ was 2,174 in 2012 making it the 
largest Tłı ̨chǫ community (NWT Stats 2013a). Almost all Aboriginal speakers in Behchokǫ ̀ speak Tłı ̨chǫ 

Yatıı̀ (Statistics Canada 2013a).  

4.2.2 Gamètì 

Gamètì (formerly known as Rae Lakes) is located along the chain of waterways linking Great Slave Lake 
and Great Bear Lake. Traditionally used as a temporary hunting camp, Tłı̨chǫ families settled in the 
community in the 1970s when an airstrip, school, store and log houses were constructed (Tlicho 
Government 2013a). The population of Gamètì was 311 in 2011 (NWT Stats 2013c). All Aboriginal 
language speakers speak Tłı ̨chǫ Yatıı̀ (Statistics Canada 2013d).  

4.2.3 Wekweètì 

Wekweètì (formerly known as Snare Lake) is located on the Snare River. The community was founded in 
1962 by former chief Alexis Arrowmaker who brought several families from Behchokǫ ̀ to pursue a more 
traditional lifestyle (Tłı ̨chǫ Government 2013). Prior to the founding of the community, Tłı̨chǫ families 
travelled annually from Behchokǫ ̀ to Wekweètì to harvest Bathurst caribou that would be migrating 
along Snare Lake in the fall (Judas 2012). With a population of 141 in 2012 (NWT Stats 2013d), 
Wekweètì is the smallest Tłı ̨chǫ community. Almost all Aboriginal speakers in Wekweètì speak Tłı ̨chǫ 

Yatıı̀ (Statistics Canada 2013e). 

4.2.4 Whatì 

Whatì (formerly known as Lac La Martre) is located on Lac La Martre. A traditional hunting area, Tłı̨chǫ 

families began to settle there after the establishment of a trading post by the North West Company in 
1793 (Legislative Assembly of the Northwest Territories 2013b). A federal school was established in 
1955. The population of Whatì in 2012 was 519 (NWT Stats 2013e). Almost all Aboriginal speakers in 
Whatì speak Tłı ̨chǫ Yatıı̀ (Statistics Canada 2013f). 

4.3 NORTH SLAVE MÉTIS ALLIANCE 

The North Slave Métis Alliance (NSMA) represents the interests of approximately 500 Métis residing in 
Yellowknife, Behchokǫ̀, Whatì, Gamètì, Wekweètì, Dettah and N’dilo. Prior to 1996, North Slave Métis 
were represented by the Métis Nation of the Northwest Territories (MNNWT), formed in 1972 to represent 
all indigenous Métis in the NWT. Following the collapse of the Dene-Métis Comprehensive Claim 
negotiation process, the MNNWT was disbanded and two regional Métis groups—the South Slave Métis 
Tribal Council (now the Northwest Territories Métis Nation or NWTMN) and the NSMA – formed. 
On January 19, 1998, the NSMA submitted a statement of claim to the federal government for lands in the 
North Slave region. While the federal government is currently negotiating an Agreement-in-Principle with 
the NWTMN, no negotiations have taken place to date with the NSMA. The federal government takes the 
position that the NSMA does not have the right to establish a land claim or have access to caribou 
harvesting rights and devolution funds because its members are not a distinct Aboriginal group indigenous 
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to the region (Wohlberg 2013). However, a June 20, 2013 decision of the Supreme Court of the Northwest 
Territories confirmed that NSMA members have a prima facie claim to Aboriginal rights under 
Section 35(1) in the Constitution and exercise them in the area north and east of Great Slave Lake, NWT, 
and must be consulted when their rights may be affected (Enge v. Mandeville et al. 2013).  
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5. Traditional Land Use and Harvesting 

5.1 AKAITCHO DENE 

In pre-contact times, Yellowknife and Chipewyan Dene subsisted primarily on caribou. Caribou were 
hunted in the spring as they returned to their summer habitat in the tundra and throughout the 
summer on the barrenlands. Other animals harvested included geese, ducks, ptarmigans, beavers, 
muskrats, snowho and artic hares, fish of many species, moose and muskoxen (Vanden Berg and 
Associates 2012).  

5.1.1 Yellowknives Dene First Nation 

According to the Yellowknives Dene First Nation (Weledeh Yellowknives Dene 1997), the Yellowknives 
Dene First Nation derives directly from the pre-contact T’satsąot’ınę and not from Tłı̨chǫ, as concluded 
by anthropologists. The Weledeh Yellowknife, according to the Advisory Council, occupied and used the 
Weledeh (Yellowknife) river and surrounding lands (Weledeh-Cheh). Some families resided year round in 
the Weledeh-Cheh, fishing and hunting moose and rabbits. However, most families travelled to treeline 
camps in the late summer and early fall, from which they would move into the barrenlands to hunt 
caribou migrating south across Contwoyto Lake, Yamba Lake, Lac du Sauvage, Lac de Gras, Mackay Lake 
and Courageous Lake (Weledeh Yellowknives Dene 1997). Weledeh Yellowknife remained in the 
barrenlands until April, during which time they harvested muskox and trapped animals including mink, 
lynx, wolf, fox, hare, and squirrel. Weledeh Yellowknife remaining in Weledeh-Cheh harvested caribou 
that migrated a far south as Great Slave Lake, trapped marten, muskrat, beaver, and harvested birds 
including ptarmigan and grouse. In the spring, Weledeh Yellowknives returned to Weledeh-Cheh where 
they fished for species such as trout, whitefish and loche, and they continued to fish in the summer. 

Yellowknives Dene continue to hunt, trap and fish. Game animals harvested include caribou, muskox, 
black bear, and moose. Harvested fur-bearing animals include beaver, coyote, fox, lynx, marten, mink, 
muskrat, otter, rabbits, squirrels, wolf, weasel, and wolverine. Birds harvested include upland game 
birds and waterfowl (Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 2011). Fish are also harvested. In general Yellowknives 
Dene harvest fur-bearing animals from late fall through spring, game animals year-round when 
available, waterfowl from spring until late fall, and game birds year round (Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 
2011). In 2008, approximately 39% of residents in Dettah and 37% of residents in N’Dilo hunted or 
fished, while approximately 20% of residents in Dettah and 14% of residents in N’Dilo trapped (NWT 
Stats 2009b). However, approximately 70% of residents in Dettah obtained at least half of their meat 
and fish through hunting and fishing (NWT Stats 2009a). 

Yellowknives Dene have observed a general decline in animal populations and animal health and 
quality. In particular, they note that caribou do not migrate as far south as they did in the past and 
that the quality of caribou hides are thinner and of poorer quality and caribou meat is not as fat as it 
used to be (Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 2011). 

5.1.2 Lutsel K’ue Dene First Nation 

The Lutsel K’ue Dene traditionally harvested caribou from the Bathurst and Ahiak8 herds as their primary 
food source. Other large game harvested included muskox and moose. Harvesting activities also included 
fishing and trapping. Harvested fish included trout, inconnu, grayling, lake herring, whitefish, and 
                                                 

8 The Ahiak herd is also known as the Beverly herd. The term Ahiak is used by Lutsel K’ue and as such is also used here to reflect 
their use of this term. 
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northern pike. Harvested birds included goose, grouse, and ptarmigan. Fur-bearing animals trapped by 
the Lutsel K’ue Dene included white fox, wolf, wolverine, grizzly bear, ground squirrel, and Arctic hare. 
Typically, Lutsel K’ue Dene hunted in the fall, trapped in the winter and spring, and hunted birds, 
caught fish, and gathered plants and berries in the summer and early fall (De Beers Canada Inc. 2010). 

Resource harvesting activities took place primarily around the East Arm of Great Slave Lake and north 
into the barrenlands. This area, referred to as Kakinëne (the rich land), “extends from Nidítagh Tué 
(MacKay Lake) and Tåa Gai Tué (Aylmer Lake) in the north to Kaché Tå’azí in the south, from Æedacho 
Tué (Artillery Lake) in the east to Åu Tué (McKinlay Lake) in the west” (Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation 
2005). This area consists of eight regions: 

o The Kache Tué region encompasses Kaché Tå’azí (McLeod Bay) and the watersheds of the small 
rivers feeding into it. The area is a primary overwintering site of the Bathurst caribou herd and 
a site of winter caribou harvest. Lutsel K’ue Dene also trapped wolf and white fox and fished in 
the area. 

o The Desnedhe Che region encompasses the Lockhart River between Æedacho Tué and Tu Nedhe 
Pike’s Portage. Pike’s portage is the historical main route used by the Lutsel K’ue Dene when 
travelling to and from the barrenlands. 

o The Æedacho Tué region is defined by the water, shores and inland areas of Artillery Lake. 
Caribou from the Bathurst and Ahiak herds migrate here after returning from calving grounds 
and remain in the autumn to fatten up for the winter. Lutsel K’ue Dene harvest caribou at this 
location and used to live here either seasonally or year-round. 

o The Bedaghé Tué region includes a secondary route by which the Lutsel K’ue Dene accessed the 
barrenlands. Bathurst caribou travel through the region in the late summer. The lakes in the 
region, Tué Cho (Fletcher Lake), Datthi Tué (Walmsley Lake), and K’ezus Tué (Cook Lake), 
were used for fishing. 

o The K’asba Nÿne region encompasses K’asba Tué (Ptarmigan Lake) and Åudaghe Tué (Clinton-
Colden Lakes) and the surrounding barrenlands. The area was used extensively for trapping 
white fox and hunting muskox. 

o The Tåa Gai Tué region encompasses Tåa Gai Tué (Aylmer Lake) and the headwaters of the 
Lockart River and Back River. Sandy eskers in the region provide habitat for grizzly bears, 
wolves and other tundra mammals. Caribou travel through the area in the late summer. 
Lutsel K’e Dene trapped foxes and wolves and harvested caribou in the area. 

o The Na Yaghé Tué region (1 and 2) is a rocky area through which caribou migrate en route to 
other regions. Except around MacKay Lake, the Lutsel K’e Dene did not traditionally hunt or 
trap in this area. 

Contemporary resource harvesting for the Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation takes place around the East Arm 
of Great Slave Lake, particularly around Lutsel K’e and Artillery Lake (De Beers Canada Inc. 2010). 
Game animals harvested include caribou, black bear, grizzly bear, moose, muskox, deer and wood 
buffalo. Fur-bearing animals harvested include beaver, fox, lynx, marten, mink, muskrat, otter, 
porcupine, rabbit, squirrel, weasel, wolf and wolverine. Upland game birds, waterfowl and fish are also 
harvested (Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 2011). Fur-bearing animals are typically harvested from late fall 
through spring, game animals are harvested year-round when they are available, waterfowl are 
typically harvested in the spring and fall, and game birds are normally harvested year-round (Avalon 
Rare Metals Inc. 2011). In 2008, approximately 73% of Lutsel K’e residents hunted or fished, while 
approximately 33% trapped (NWT Stats 2009b). However, approximately 92% of households obtained 
half or more of their meat and fish through hunting or fishing in 2008 (NWT Stats 2009a). 
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Lutsel K’e Dene note that the Bathurst caribou herd are migrating further away from Lutselk’e than 
normal and are also more skinny than usual (Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation 2005; Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 
2011). Hunters explain this occurrence with the supposition that environmental disturbances, such as 
mining developments, are causing stress to caribou and are causing them to travel greater distances to 
avoid disturbances (Kendrick, Lyver, and Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation 2005; Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation 
2005). Elders suggest that caribou alter their migration routes in order to avoid mining infrastructure, 
including ice roads (Parlee, Manseau, and Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation 2005). In particular, collision 
risk, traffic densities, visual barriers, snow drifts and increased hunting access are noted as potential 
contributions of winter roads to altered caribou migration patterns (Kendrick, Lyver, and Lutsel K'e 
Dene First Nation 2005). 

5.1.3 Deninu K’ue First Nation 

The Deninu K’ue traditionally relied on hunting, trapping and fishing to meet their dietary needs. Primary 
game included caribou, moose, muskox, buffalo, deer, and bear. Furbearers harvested in the barrenlands 
included artic fox, red fox, wolverine, wolf, and muskox. Harvested furbearers in the transitional forest 
included beaver, marten, muskrat, mink, river otter, and lynx (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). 
Harvested birds included duck, goose and ptarmigan (De Beers Canada Inc. 2010). Before the 1940s, the 
Deninu K’ue travelled every fall to the barrenlands to harvest caribou (D. M. Smith 1982), occasionally by 
way of the East Arm of Great Slave Lake (Fort Resolution Education Society 1987). According to Smith 
(1982), after the 1940s their resource range was reduced to the southern parts of Great Slave Lake, 
including Rocher River, Deskataway Lake and Simpson Island (Fort Resolution Education Society 1987). 
Occasionally, Deninu K’ue would trap for white fox in the barrenlands, upon arrangement with the Lutsel 
K’e (D. M. Smith 1982). Other accounts suggest that Deninu K’ue continued to regularly hunt in the 
barrenlands until the 1970s (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Deninu K’ue generally hunted in the fall, 
trapped in the winter and fished and hunted in the summer. 

Many Deninu K’ue continue to hunt in the barrenlands as a means to exercise their Aboriginal rights and 
to supplement wage labour (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Caribou and fish were the main food 
sources exploited. In addition to caribou, animals harvested north of Great Slave Lake in recent years 
include moose, black bear, muskox, wood buffalo, cougar, Artic wolf, tundra wolf, grizzly bear, and 
deer. Harvested fur-bearing animals include beaver, coyote, fisher, marten, mink, otter, squirrel, 
weasel, muskrat, wolverine, lynx, Artic fox, and hares. Birds harvested include duck, geese, grouse, 
and ptarmigan (Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 2011; Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Deninu K’ue also 
harvest fish. Fur-bearing animals are typically harvested from late fall through spring, game animals 
are harvested year-round when they are available, waterfowl are typically harvested from spring till 
late fall, and game birds are normally harvested year-round when they are available (Avalon Rare 
Metals Inc. 2011). Many Deninu K’ue use the Tibbit to Contwoyto Winter Road as a means to access the 
barrenlands to hunt caribou (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Winter roads to Rae Lakes and Lac la 
Martre are also used. Caribou hunting areas include Lac de Gras (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012), the 
East Arm of Great Slave Lake (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012), Lac la Martre, McKay Lake (Vanden 
Berg and Associates 2012), Rae Lakes, Whitefish Lake (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012), Artillery 
Lake, Lac du Sauvage, Contwoyto Lake (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012), and the Thelon River Basin 
(De Beers Canada Inc. 2010). As a consequence of a 2010 caribou hunting ban, some Deninu K’ue hunt 
in the barrenlands east of Great Slave Lake. Approximately 43% of Deninu K’ue 15 years and older 
hunted or fished in 2009, while approximately 17% of those 15 years and older trapped in 2009 (NWT 
Stats 2009b). Generally, hunters distribute meat to family members and elders upon return from the 
hunt (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Approximately 70% of households consumed at least half of 
meat and fish obtained through hunting and fishing in 2008 (NWT Stats 2009a). 
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Deninu K’ue have observed that both the quantity and quality of caribou have declined in recent years. 
Indicators of health include levels of fat (as indicated by tail bushiness) and the taste of meat (Vanden 
Berg and Associates 2012). Others note that migration patterns have changed (attributed to mining 
activities and a past forest fire), with caribou rarely travelling as far south as they have in the past 
(Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). In particular, Deninu K’ue attribute changes in caribou migration 
patterns to explosions and vibrations associated with mining activities (Beaulieu 2010; Vanden Berg and 
Associates 2012). Ice roads are also identified as a cause for a change in migration patterns, as they 
create disturbance and increase hunting pressure (Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). Deninu K’ue also 
note that the roads are difficult for caribou to cross as they can develop large snow banks on each side 
(Vanden Berg and Associates 2012). 

5.2 TŁI ̨CHǪ DENE 

The Tłı ̨chǫ relied on hunting, trapping, and fishing for subsistence. The primary resources harvested by 
Tłı ̨chǫ include caribou, moose, hare, duck, grouse, ducks, ptarmigan, beaver, muskrat, hares and fish. 
Tłı ̨chǫ moved to hunting and fishing camps to intercept caribou as they migrated to winter and summer 
ranges. Fish were harvested year round, with the bulk of harvests taking place between October and 
December. Ducks were harvested June to August, ptarmigan October to March, and grouse all year 
(Helm 1981). 

Tłı ̨chǫ traditional territory included the area between Tideè (Great Slave Lake) and Sahtì (Great Bear 
Lake), extending from Kôk’èetì (Contwoyto Lake), Ts’eèhgootì (Aylmer Lake) and Æedacho Tué 
(Artillery Lake) in the barrenlands, to Dehtso (Mackenzie River) in the west (Legat et al. 2001). 
The Môwhí Gogha Dé Nîîhtłée, originally described by Chief Môwhí during the signing of Treaty 11 and 
recognized in the 2005 Tłı ̨chǫ Agreement, defines this traditional territory. The Môwhí Gogha Dé 
Nîîhtłée is made up of four regions of traditional importance. Nôdìı, a plateau west of the Camsell 
River, is used for hunting woodland and barrenland caribou, trapping fur-bearing animals, and 
collecting medicinal plants. Detsįta is a forested area east of the Camsell River. Detsîts’ôneè is an area 
just below the treeline. Hozìı refers to the barrenlands (Legat et al. 2001). 

Tłı ̨chǫ continue to hunt caribou, trap and fish (Tlicho Government 2012). In 2008, approximately 40% of 
Tłı ̨chǫ people hunted or fished, and approximately 13% trapped (NWT Stats 2009b). The greatest 
percentage of residents who hunted and trapped was in Wekweètì (approximately 56%) and the lowest 
in Behchokǫ ̀ and Gamètì (both approximately 38%). These differences are mirrored in the trapping 
figures, with the greatest percentage of people trapping (approximately 22%) in Wekweètì and the 
lowest percentage (approximately 12%) in Behchokǫ ̀. Approximately 74% of Tłı ̨chǫ obtained at least half 
of their meat and fish from hunting and fishing in 2008 (NWT Stats 2009a). 

Tłı̨chǫ hunters observe caribou behaviour for indicators of change and distributional patterns. Some 
characteristics observed by Tłı̨chǫ include caribou fitness in spring and autumn, number of young, and 
number of caribou using particular crossings (Adamczewski et al. 2008). They also monitor the state of 
caribou habitat, such as the abundance of lichen, grasses and sedges, and the extent to which these 
plants have been affected by fire or industrial development (Adamczewski et al. 2008). Such knowledge is 
embedded in oral narratives that provide a wealth of contextual information, such as caribou’s relation 
to place, people, wolves, snow depth, and time of freeze and thaw (Adamczewski et al. 2008). 

5.3 NORTH SLAVE MÉTIS 

North Slave Métis depended on a mixture of wage labour from fur trading companies and subsistence 
hunting and trapping. Typically, North Slave Métis men would work for the fur trade companies in the 
summer and hunt, trap and fish for the remainder of the year (North Slave Métis Alliance 1999). While the 
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men were away, North Slave Métis women would typically remain near the forts and garden, fish, and trap 
birds and small game (North Slave Métis Alliance 1999). Primary game included caribou, muskox and 
moose. Harvested furbearers included white fox, wolf, wolverine, grizzly bear, squirrel and hare. Birds 
harvested included goose, grouse and ptarmigan. Harvested fish included coney, trout, grayling, lake 
herring, whitefish, and northern pike. North Slave Métis also harvested berries (De Beers Canada Inc. 
2010). 

North Slave Métis have indicated their continuing reliance on caribou as a source of sustenance, health 
and well-being (North Slave Métis Alliance 1999). While the 500 or less North Slave Métis peoples living in 
Yellowknife cannot be disaggregated from the larger Yellowknife population (15,775 people aged 15 and 
older in 2008), it may be noted that approximately 35% of Yellowknife residents hunted or fished in 2008, 
while approximately 1% trapped (NWT Stats 2009b). Approximately 11% of Yellowknife residents obtained 
at least half of their meat and fish from hunting and fishing in 2008 (NWT Stats 2009a). 

North Slave Métis have observed fluctuations in caribou population over time, as have other Aboriginal 
groups in the region (Beaulieu 2010). Some North Slave Métis have observed that caribou have changed 
migration and distributional patterns due to pollution and noise disturbance associated with mines 
(North Slave Métis Alliance 1999). Others have observed that winter roads create changes in caribou 
migration and distribution, due to collisions, physical barriers, noise disturbance, and increased access 
for hunters (North Slave Métis Alliance 1999). North Slave Métis also predicted that the cumulative 
effects from industrial activities could create further shifts in caribou distribution, with caribou 
retreating further into the barrenlands, dividing into two herds and shifting their range further to the 
east and/or west (North Slave Métis Alliance 1999). North Slave Métis evaluate the health of caribou by 
observing amount of fat, presence of parasites, condition and smell of internal organs, and behaviour. 
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6. Summary 

All study communities have extensively used, and continue to use, lands and resources that may 
interact in some way with the Project. In particular, Akaitcho Dene, Tłı̨chǫ Dene and North Slave Métis 
demonstrate a strong traditional and contemporary reliance on caribou. The materials reviewed 
establish that study communities harvested, and continue to harvest, a number of game species and 
fur-bearing animals in the barrenlands and that some communities’ resource harvesting range extends 
as far as Contwoyto Lake. Study communities with demonstrated traditional land use activities in the 
Contwoyto Lake area include the Yellowknives Dene First Nation and the Tłı ̨chǫ Dene. Members of the 
Deninu K’ue First indicate current use of the Contwoyto Lake area. 

Study communities provided observations about caribou migration and distributional patterns as they 
relate to mine sites and winter roads. Aboriginal groups observe that caribou alter migration routes and 
distribution in response to noise and air disturbances associated with mining activities. Additionally, 
they note that winter roads create migration barriers due to collisions, visual obstruction, noise and 
visual disturbance, and increased hunting pressure. These observations may provide valuable sources of 
knowledge for the assessment of any potential environmental effects associated with the Project. 
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